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Introduction

The air quality within urban areas is the important aspect of the environment
for the major part of the world population. After reducing of heavy industry at
the end of the 20th century together with decreasing of general emission limits,
vehicle emissions became the main pollutant source in large cities (Fenger, 1999;
Colvile et al., 2001).

The dispersion of vehicle emissions in street canyons determines a spatial
distribution of pollutants and their adverse effects on human health. Short time
average concentrations measured especially in lower parts of the street canyons
(at the breathing zone of pedestrians) often exceed threshold values. For this
reason an improvement of air quality in urban areas is necessary to avoid risk for
human health, see e.g. Hoek et al. (2000); Nyberg et al. (2000).

In general, a ventilation of an urban area can be defined as a process of
pollutant removal within the urban canopy. Thus, the urban ventilation is directly
driven by the horizontal and vertical transport of pollutants from the source
(vehicles) to the flow aloft. At the same time, the pollutant transport is driven
by two main processes of the flow: the advection and turbulent diffusion.

Because of the geometric complexity of real urban areas which are formed
by building blocks of different heights and widths, turbulent flow within these
areas is very complex and highly three-dimensional. Current research on urban
ventilation has two main approaches: i) to study the urban ventilation with re-
spect to the main units as street canyons and intersections; or ii) to study the
urban ventilation as a whole. For the latter approach, ventilation indices as ‘city
breathability’ (e.g. Buccolieri et al. (2015); Ramponi et al. (2015)) were intro-
duced and widely used. This approach, however, neglects inherently those flow
structures which govern the pollutant dispersion in urban hotspots (Lo and Ngan,
2015). The former approach has more been focused on the physics of these flow
structures and how they are related to the main parameters governing the in-
canyon flow such as the street canyon geometry or wind direction. Within this
second approach, 2D or 3D but very simplified street canyons or intersections
have been studied (e.g. Brixey et al. (2009); Schatzmann and Leitl (2009); Soul-
hac et al. (2009); Coceal et al. (2014)). Indeed, there are studies on pollutant
dispersion within the real urban scenarios (e.g. Xie and Castro (2009); Balogun
et al. (2010)) but lack the universality.

Physical modelling of such flows and pollutant dispersion in wind-tunnels
promises an ideal and efficient method to solve above-mentioned issues. In a
wind-tunnel, neutrally stratified turbulent flow over a scaled model of given com-
plexity with preservation of desired conditions (approach wind speed and direc-
tion) might be modelled. Thanks to this advantage we can obtain representative
and repeatable data which might be compared with other wind-tunnel or field
measurements or with numerical computations, see e.g. Janour (2001). In com-
parison with field measurements (e.g., Louka et al. (2000); Nelson et al. (2007);
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Zajic et al. (2015)), the wind-tunnel modelling is less expensive and able to control
input variables (Schatzmann and Leitl, 2011). On the other hand, we are limited
by the wind-tunnel dimensions, which determine the scale of models. Due to the
similarity constrains, results obtained from a wind-tunnel experiment are mostly
valid for windy situations at neutrally stratified conditions and rarely valid for
buoyant or stratified flows as simulations of these flows require more sophisticated
wind tunnels and experimental apparatus. Nevertheless, a totally calm weather
conditions are rare and the thermal stratification affects turbulent flow within
urban area during extraordinary and less common events, e.g. (Uehara et al.,
2000).

Numerous wind-tunnel studies (see e.g. (Perret and Savory, 2013; Addepalli
and Pardyjak, 2015; Carpentieri and Robins, 2015)) have been performed during
the last three decades in order to investigate dispersion processes of turbulent flow
in the urban canopy. While several wind-tunnel studies, focused on pollutant
dispersion within 3D urban-like arrays formed by blocks of uniform (Davidson
et al., 1996; Brown et al., 2001; Garbero et al., 2010; Castro et al., 2017) or variable
(Hoydysh et al., 1974; Klein et al., 2007; Heist et al., 2009) height, gave relatively
deep knowledge about the pollutant dispersion within street networks, there is
still lack of systematic studies on pollutant transport within more complex 3D
street canyons, e.g. within canyons having different roof heights along their walls.
Furthermore, due to the complexity of their measurements only limited wind-
tunnel studies investigated the urban ventilation using both mean and turbulent
pollution fluxes (Carpentieri et al., 2012). Very recently, Kubilay et al. (2017)
demonstrated the very importance of pollution fluxes for the investigation of
street canyon ventilation as the air-exchange velocity significantly underestimates
the total pollutant exchange.

To our knowledge, there are a few studies (Carpentieri et al., 2012, 2018) which
addressed the ventilation of complex 3D urban intersections in the implicit study
of street canyons, and no other studies which would systematically investigate the
mechanisms of the pollutant transport and diffusion within a 3D urban structure
(within the street canyons and intersections of complex 3D geometry). The main
goal of the thesis is, therefore, the investigation of the impact of urban geometry
on the urban ventilation using both the mean and turbulent pollution fluxes and
wind-tunnel techniques. For this a special measurement set-up was developed in
order to measure both advective and turbulent part of the pollution flux. At first,
basic characteristics of the pollution flux were investigated on a simple model of
an urban area together with the experimental set-up and data processing. After
that and in order to continue today’s knowledge of the topic, an idealised but more
complex urban model with a line source simulating traffic emissions was designed.
The model was built with several possible geometry configurations concerning
roof height non-uniformities and two different approach wind directions. For
comparative purposes, additional wind-tunnel experiments were performed on
a simple urban model to observe the impact of the urban geometry and wind
direction on the urban (street canyon) ventilation.
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A. Structure of the thesis

The thesis is compiled from seven papers focused on the influence of the urban
geometry on the ventilation processes of street canyons and intersections (see Part
II). Three papers have been published in peer-reviewed international journals
(The Scientific World Journal, Boundary-Layer Meteorology and Environmental
Pollution), two papers were published as chapters of reviewed proceedings of
the 31st and 32nd NATO/SPS International Technical Meeting on Air Pollution
Modeling and its Application and finally two papers were published in the special
issue of The European Physical Journal from contributions of the conferences
Experimental Fluid Mechanics 2012 and 2013.

A general approach to the physical modelling of the urban ventilation is dis-
cussed in the first paper (Chap. 1). The main focus of the paper is to present the
unique experimental set-up for simultaneous measurement of two flow velocity
components and tracer gas concentration with a high temporal resolution within
an urban canopy. Subsequently, on the basis of the thoroughgoing experimental
data analysis, physical quantities characterizing the ventilation – the advective
and turbulent scalar fluxes - were selected. The urban geometry is represented
by a very simplified model of urban area and the pollution was simulated by a
ground-level point source. A basic statistical processing of selected quantities is
demonstrated for the ventilation of the urban intersection and five wind direc-
tions.

The following two papers (Chap. 2 and Chap. 3) are directly linked to the
results of the previous paper. They deal with deeper analysis of the ventilation
processes with aim to quantify the role of the turbulent and advective pollution
transport within the intersection and to find dominant ‘events’ of the turbulent
transport. Here, the events represent the parts of the vertical momentum flux
obtained from the quadrant analysis. The quantification of these events and hence
they importance for the intersection ventilation were published in the fourth paper
(Chap. 4), whereby we prepared the experimental and physical groundwork for
the main goal of the thesis.

In the fifth paper (Chap. 5), a new simplified urban-array model and ground-
level line source is presented. The results obtained from the wind tunnel are
compared with those obtained from large-eddy simulations (LES) in order to find
the representative experimental set-up for the main wind-tunnel experiments.

Finally, key results of this thesis are published in the sixth and seventh paper
(Chap. 6 and 7). The impact of the geometric configuration and wind direction
on the urban ventilation is studied in detail for two urban models: i) the simple
urban-array model (the same used as in previous paper, see Chap. 5) formed
by evenly spaced courtyard-type buildings with constant length and width and
pitched roofs with constant height; ii) the complex urban-array model having the
same layout as the simple model but arbitrarily distributed roof heights along
each building wall.
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All included papers were prepared in close cooperation with the team of the
Laboratory of Environmental Aerodynamics of the Institute of Thermomechanis
AS CR under a supervision prof. Zbyněk Jaňour. The author is responsible for
the all presented experimental data except the part of additional measurements at
the lateral ends of the investigated street canyons, presented in the last paper and
performed by Dr. Štěpán Nosek. For the comparison between the wind-tunnel
and the numerical data (fifth paper) the later were provided by Dr . Vladimı́r
Fuka. The basic statistical processing of raw data was prepared by the author,
whilst the interpretation of the results and additional analysis were prepared
together with Dr. Štěpán Nosek. Although all presented texts are based on
numerous discussions and close cooperation within the experimental team, the
first author of each paper is primarily responsible for the final text.

The used experimental methods including wind tunnel, developed experimen-
tal set-up and urban-area models are simply described in the following Chap. B.
Obtained data set and its post-processing is introduced in Sect. B.5, key results
are synthesized in Chap. C and finally summarised in Conclusions.
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B. Methods

B.1 Wind tunnel

All the experiments introduced in the thesis were conducted in the open low-
speed wind tunnel of Institute of Institute of Thermomechanics, Czech Academy
of Sciences in Nový Kńın. Dimensions and the scheme of the tunnel are shown in
the Fig. 1.1. The free stream velocity generated within the tunnel was approx. 3
m.s−1 during the measurement of the intersection ventilation, and 6 m.s−1 during
the measurement of the street canyon ventilation. Both freestream velocities
provided sufficiently high Reynolds number for (ReB ≥ 20, 000, with respect to
the reference height H) to fulfil the Reynolds number independence (Recrit =
11, 000) recommended by Snyder (1979). Meeting this criterion we obtained a
representative data set independent of the approaching stream velocity.

B.2 Measurement techniques

The flow characteristics were measured by two-dimensional optical fibre Laser
Doppler Anemometry (LDA), based on DANTEC BSA F-60 burst processor.
Tracing particles (glycerine droplets with approximately 1 µm diameter) were
produced by a commercial haze generator placed at the beginning of the tunnel
development section, about 1 m upstream of the turbulent generators. Data rate
about 100-300 Hz was reached nearby the street- canyon bottom and about 1
KHz at the roof top.

The measurements of the concentration of pollutant were realised by Flame
Ionisation Detectors (FID). The pollutant was simulated by the ground-level point
(the case of the intersection) or by the ground-level line (the case of the street
canyons) source. For both sources a passive gas (athane) was released at a con-
stant flow rate (resulting in discharged velocity about 0.01 m.s−1, non-disturbing
the flow within the intersection or street canyons). At the beginning of the work
(the case of the point source and intersection), the Slow-response Flame Ionisa-
tion Detector (SFID, type ROSEMONT NGA 2000) was used. Later and during
the key experiments (the line source and street canyons), Fast-response Flame
Ionisation Detector (FFID, type Cambustion Ltd. HFR400 Atmospheric Fast
FID) was utilised. The FFID was set to acquire data at rate of 1 KHz but the
physical response is about 0.5 kHz.

One of the goals of this thesis was to develop and adjust simultaneous velocity
and concentration measurement in the Laboratory of Environmental Aerodynam-
ics to obtain synchronised data in a high temporal resolution (approx. 0.5 ms).
These data allow detailed analysis of highly turbulent urban canopy flow and
dispersion processes.

For the simultaneous measurement, LDA and FFID probes were mounted on
3D traverse system in a way that the measuring volume of the LDA was close
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to the intake to the FFID sampling tube. The sampling tube intake was placed
1.5 mm above, 1 mm behind and 1 mm beside the centre of the LDA measur-
ing volume. Several measurement tests with different positions of both probes
demonstrated a negligible influence of the tube on the velocity measurement. The
configuration of probes is captured in Fig. 1.3. A special sequence of instruments’
calibration was designed to validate and verify measured data, see Sect. 1.2.3.

This experimental method for the investigation of pollutant transport was
firstly published by Fackrell and Robins (1982), using thermo-anemometry in-
stead of the optical method for velocity measurements. This method was used
later, e.g. Bezpalcova (2006) in a dispersion wind-tunnel study. Similar exper-
imental set up of LDA a FFID has been used by Carpentieri et al. (2012) and
Carpentieri et al. (2018).

B.3 Boundary layer model

Fully turbulent boundary layer was developed by vertical spires and roughness
elements arranged on the floor of the tunnel developing section (Fig. 1.2). The
characteristics of the boundary layer developed above urban area models were
measured with the LDA system and were in accordance with those parameters
recommended for modelling of urban boundary layers (VDI, 2000). That means
that for every studied case the boundary-layer measurement was performed for
several vertical profiles of longitudinal and vertical velocity upstream of the urban
models. Measured data were fitted by the logarithmic and the power law. Mean
roughness length z0, displacement d0 and friction velocity u∗ were obtained from
the logarithmic fit. Power exponent α was obtained from the power fit. Further,
vertical profiles of turbulence intensities Iu, Iw and mean momentum flux ⟨u′w′⟩
were analysed together with spectra of turbulence. For detailed description see
e.g. Sects. 1.2.4 and 6.2.3.

B.4 Models of the urban area

Two different urban models were examined in this thesis. At the beginning, with
respect to measurement techniques development, we used the simple model of
idealised symmetric urban area with apartment houses to investigate the inter-
section pollution from the ground-level point source (Chaps. 1, 2, 3, 4). For the
main experimental campaign the more complex urban model was constructed in
order to study the street canyon pollution from traffic (Chaps. 5, 6, 7). Both
models were placed on a rotating plate positioned at the centre of the wind-tunnel
test section to change the approaching wind direction.
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B.4.1 Simple model

This first model is composed from a regular array of courtyard buildings with
squared layout and pitched roofs. Thus, this array of buildings forms the per-
pendicular arrangement of the relatively short street canyons and wide X-shaped
intersections (see Fig. 1.2). The model was scaled down to 1:200. The courtyard
buildings were made of blocks having 100 mm in height and 50 mm in width.
The height of the pitched roof from the eaves to the ridges is 20 mm. A char-
acteristic building height was set to H = 120 mm (24 m in full scale) including
the pitched roof. The width of the street canyons is L = 100 mm. The aspect
ratio of the street canyons (the ratio of the building height H to the street width
L) is H/L = 1.2, see Sect. 1.2.2. The simple point source of the tracer gas
simulating a ‘pollution hotspot’ (the place with higher emission from traffic near
by the intersection) was placed at the bottom of the street canyon upstream of
studied intersection, see Fig. 1.2.

B.4.2 Complex model

Typical pattern of street canyons in European city centres was used as an initial
design of the second and more complex urban model in a scale of 1:400. The
model was manufactured for the main experiment. The model represents a part
of a regular urban-like array formed by courtyard buildings. The buildings have
rectangular layout (L = 300 mm in length and WB = 150 mm in width) but
each of the building has arbitrarily distributed height (0.8H, H or 1.2H, where
H = 62.5mm is the mean height of the urban model) of pitched roofs along its
each wall (see, Fig. 6.1b). For comparison, the second reference urban-array
model was designed. This model has the same layout as the complex model but
the constant roof height (H) along each building wall (see, Fig. 6.1a). Thus, both
models form the street canyons of the same aspect ratio and the same frontal and
plane solidity. For more description see Sect. 6.2.1.

For experimental simulation of the urban air pollution from dense traffic,
ground-level line sources have been widely used in wind tunnels. A new homoge-
nous ground-level line source of tracer gas was designed and manufactured for the
purposes of the thesis according to Meroney et al. (1996). The total length of the
line source is L = 1 m (400 m at full scale) and the line source ran continuously
through the investigated street canyons (Fig. 6.1c). The line source is formed
by a line of 504 equally spaced tubes made of stainless steel. The tubes have an
inner diameter of 0.3 mm and length of 100 mm. The pressure drop across the
tubes (∆pn = 64.5 Pa) was sufficiently higher than the highest expected pressure
fluctuations (up to 10 Pa) at the bottom of the wind tunnel, thus providing a
stable volume flow rate (Meroney et al., 1996). The lateral homogeneity of the
line source was verified in several measuring and visualization tests. The stan-
dard error of the mean concentration measured along the entire line source placed
on the flat floor within the tunnel was lower than 5% (where the concentration
measurement error was 4%). For further description see Sect. 6.2.2.
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B.5 Data set

Because the ventilation of urban intersections and street canyons is driven by the
pollutant removal through their openings, the experimental data were obtained
from the measurements at these openings of the studied intersection and street
canyons.

Using two-dimensional LDA the longitudinal and vertical (in the case of the
vertical openings) or the longitudinal and lateral (in the case of the lateral open-
ings) velocity components were measured. At the same time and at approximately
the same position (about 1 mm apart from the LDA measurement volume) the
tracer gas was measured by the SFID (the simple case of the intersection) and
FFID (the case of the street canyons).

All the measured quantities were calculated to dimensionless values indepen-
dent on the approach stream velocity and the source strength, see Eq. 1.2 for
dimensionless velocity components and Eq. 1.3 or Eq. 5.3 for dimensionless
concentration of tracer gas emitted from point or line source, respectively.

The dimensionless values of velocity and concentration were synchronised us-
ing author’s post-processing routines in Matlab (see Sect. 1.3.4). The author
used the same approach for the synchronisation as Contini et al. (2006). Once
the data were synchronised, the momentum fluxes, advective pollution fluxes (Eq.
1.3) and turbulent pollution fluxes (Eq. 1.6) were computed, all for the vertical
and lateral directions.
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C. Summary of results

C.1 Analysis of ventilation processes

As was stated in Introduction, the ventilation of an urban area means a process
of removing of polluted air by a fresh air within the urban canopy. This process
can be effectively evaluated by the pollution fluxes.

In general, a well-known schema of pollutant transport within 3D street
canyon was confirmed by the thesis.. This pollutant transport is driven by a pre-
vailing structure of vertically rotating vortex at the centre of the canyon which
drives an intensive upward pollutant transport at the upstream canyon’s wall and
pollutant re-entry and penetration of clean air at the downstream wall (see Figs.
6.6b and 6.10).

After evaluation of both the advective and the turbulent components of pol-
lution flux, a dominance of the advective pollutant transport below the street
canyon roof top was observed. Whilst a relatively small amount of turbulence
(relative contribution of the turbulent pollution flux to the total pollution flux
was about 20%) acts against this vertical advection below the roof top, at the roof
top (more precisely, at the roof ridges) the vertical turbulent pollutant transport
dominates, irrespective of the studied canyon and wind direction (see Fig. 6.9d).

In case of the lateral openings, the horizontal transport of pollutants oc-
curs between street canyons and intersections and is enhanced by the oblique
winds, and hence better ventilation is achieved for both the intersection and
street canyons for these cases of wind directions. For the wind perpendicular
to the along-canyon axis (and representing the worse ventilation scenario), the
turbulent transport dominates at the lateral openings of the uniform canyon (i.e.
having the constant height along each wall), whereas advective transport domi-
nates at the lateral openings of the nonuniform canyons (i.e. having arbitrarily
distributed roof heights along each wall). However, if the wind direction is oblique
to the along-canyon axis, the advection dominates through the lateral openings
due to the well-known helical vortex developed irrespectively within each studied
canyon (compare Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7).

Concerning the turbulent transport, a considerable effort was devoted to the
investigation which structures of turbulence play a significant role for the street
canyon ventilation. First of all, the quadrant analysis was applied to the time
series of the measured momentum fluxes (see Sec. 1.3.5). Using this conditional
analysis, four events for the transport of momentum were defined: outward in-
teraction, sweep, inward interaction and ejection, see Fig. 1.11. These events are
also known as ‘coherent structures’ and were observed in different canopy flows
(Katul et al., 2006; Hertwig et al., 2011; Kellnerova et al., 2014) flow.

Secondly, we used the quadrant analysis between the velocity (vertical or
lateral) and concentration fluctuation and introduced a new nomenclature for
these events with respect to their physical meaning: venting of polluted air,
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polluted air re-entrainment, clean air entrainment and venting of clean air, see
Fig. 7.5. Dominance of two events, the ‘venting of polluted air’ and ‘clean air
entrainment’, was identified already from the preliminary results (Fig. 3.2). The
’venting of polluted air’ means a motion of air particle with polluted air from the
canyon. Similarly, ‘clean air entrainment’ means the motion of air particle with
less polluted (clean) air into the canyon. This dominance was naturally expected
but the key question was whether these events significantly correlate with those
events for the momentum transport. The results were summarised in Sect. 6.3.2
and confirm the significant correlation of the events at the roof top, irrespective
of the studied model and wind direction (Fig. 6.14), especially at the roof top
where the highest intensity of turbulence can be observed (Figs. 6.9d and 6.11).

C.2 Influence of wind direction

The influence of the wind direction on the urban ventilation was investigated since
the first performed experiment. We observed significant sensitivity of the velocity
and concentration fields within urban area to the approaching wind direction,
although the experiments were carried out under required conditions in terms of
repeatability and reproducibility.

In the case of the wind approaching the canyons perpendicularly, relatively
symmetrical velocity and concentration fields (as was expected) were measured,
although a little deviation of the wind direction (about approx. 5◦) changed the
flow and pollution transport significantly, see Figs. 1.7 and 1.8. However, at the
roof level (roof ridges) the ventilation is mainly driven by the vertical turbulent
transport in case of this wind direction.

If the wind direction is changed from the perpendicular to an oblique, both
the total and the turbulent vertical pollution fluxes are less intensive due to the
helical vortex enhancing the lateral transport. The pollutants were mainly trans-
ported by the advection along the canyon to the intersections. This mechanism of
pollutant transport was observed for the wind directions having at least approx.
15◦ from the perpendicular one (see again Fig. 1.7 and Fig. 1.8, for complex
model see Figs. 7.2 and 7.2).

A very important result was obtained at the pedestrian level (1.6 m in full
scale) along the studied street canyons. Despite the above-mentioned impact of
the wind direction on the pollutant dispersion at the canyons’ openings, relatively
small changes in the pollutant dispersion were observed for the line-averaged
concentrations along the canons’ walls at the pedestrian level (Fig. 6.8). However,
Fig. 6.8 demonstrates that the concentrations at the street canyon upstream
walls are approx. 5 times higher than those at the downstream walls, irrespective
of the wind direction. This implies that pedestrians at the upstream side of a
street canyon are generally more exposed to a serious threat to health than those
pedestrians at the downstream side of the canyon. Indeed, for the wind parallel
with the along-canyon axis the similar concentrations at both sides of the canyon
might be expected.
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C.3 Influence of urban geometry

Concerning the urban geometry, the thesis focused on the impact of roof height
non-uniformity on the pollutant transport from and into the street canyons. The
literature review revealed the knowledge gap about the mechanisms of these pol-
lutant transports (ventilation processes). The main contributions extending the
knowledge are presented in Chaps. 6.3 and 7.3.

It was found that the roof height non-uniformity have the insignificant impact
on the line-averaged concentrations along the canyon’s wall at the pedestrian level
(Fig. 6.8). However, there is a strong spatial dependence of the concentration
on the roof height non-uniformity as this non-uniformity intensifies the turbulent
transport from the canyon to the flow aloft and hence influences locally the con-
tractions at the pedestrian level. This should be kept in mind when one uses only
a local or line-averaged concentration for the ventilation assessment.

Changes in the ventilation processes due to the street canyon geometry can
be clearly seen from the total and turbulent pollution flux fields (Figs. 6.10 and
6.11). In detail, the intensive total vertical pollution fluxes from the canyon
can be found for the fields presented for both investigated heights (z/H = 0.6
and 1 in Fig. 6.10). These total fluxes are enhanced by the highest canyon walls
presented upstream which produce so called ‘chimney’ effect due to the lower walls
surrounding those higher and pollutants are transported to the flow aloft. On the
other hand, those higher walls caused intensive propagation of the unpolluted air
but also the higher retention of the pollutant into the canyon if they are presented
upstream. Indeed, in case of the walls lower than the mean canyon (and hence
urban) height, the vertical total pollutant transport is rather less intensive as the
pollutants were already transported above these roofs aloft and the horizontal
(streamwise) total pollution flux together with the vertical turbulent pollution
flux dominate at that mean height (see z/H = 1 in Fig. 6.11).

Furthermore, the impact of the urban geometry from an integral point of view
was investigated as well. In this way, the modelled street canyons were viewed as
the averaged step-up or step-down street canyons (averaging of the roof height
along the upstream or downstream wall). The spatially averaged results pre-
sented in Fig. 6.9 demonstrate the similar behaviour of the ventilation within the
whole canyons as was observed in the case of the pollution flux behind individual
higher or lower buildings - there was observed more intensive vertical pollution
transport in the step-down canyon than in the step-up and more intensive pen-
etration of unpolluted air in the step-up canyon than in the step-down canyon.
Although the detailed behaviour of ventilation was completely hidden by the used
spatial averaging, from these results can be concluded that particular details of
urban geometry significantly influence behaviour of pollution ventilation in whole
canyons. Therefore, the street canyon ventilation can also be roughly estimated
from these integral calculations.
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Conclusions

The presented experimental thesis was compiled from published papers address-
ing the impact of the urban geometry on the ventilation processes within street
canyons and intersections.

First of all, the urban ventilation was studied as the physical process of pol-
lutant removal from urban areas. Due to highly turbulent flows presented in
urban environments the mean and turbulent transport of pollutants were stud-
ied in detail. To measure the turbulent transport, a special experimental set-up
was developed. This comprised simultaneous measurements of instantaneous two
velocity components and concentration at a point of interest and subsequent rou-
tine for the synchronisation of these velocities with the concentration. Using
the quadrant analysis, the ventilation processes were identified for the turbulent
pollutant transport and their new nomenclature was introduced. A significant
correlation between the ventilation process and coherent structures of turbulence
was found.

Then a comprehensive wind-tunnel experiment was performed with simple
and complex model configurations to evaluate the impact of urban geometry and
wind direction on the urban ventilation. The wind direction together with the
roof height non-uniformity was found to have synergic effect on the ventilation
processes of the investigated street canyons, even though the highest pollutant
concentrations were found at the pedestrian level and at the canyons’ upstream
walls, irrespective of the studied urban geometry and wind direction. Buildings
higher than the averaged canyon height were found to be important for the ven-
tilation. While these buildings cause the intensive vertical pollutant transport
from the canyon to the flow aloft if they are located upstream, they cause more
intensive penetration of the unpolluted air into the canyon if they located down-
stream.

In general, the impact of particular details of urban geometry, different roof
heights along both street canyon walls, on the ventilation processes within the
whole street canyons were proved by the thesis. Integral results obtained as the
line-averaged values of pollution fluxes along street canyons implicate the general
behaviour of the street-canyon ventilation can be roughly estimated already from
the comparisons between the heights averaged along the each canyon wall. There
was observed more intensive vertical pollution transport from the ‘step-down’
canyon than from the ‘step-up’ and more intensive clean air penetration into
the ‘step-up’ canyon than into the ‘step-down’. Without any considerations, the
‘step-up’ canyon was the best ventilated canyon. This can be a useful knowledge
for practical usage in urban planning or emissions managements.
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to determine processes of a pollution ventilation
in the X-shaped street intersection in an idealized symmetric urban area for the
changing approach flow direction. A unique experimental set-up for simultaneous
wind tunnel measurement of the flow velocity and the tracer gas concentration
in a high temporal resolution is assembled. Advective horizontal and vertical
scalar fluxes are computed from averaged measured velocity and concentration
data within the street intersection. Vertical advective and turbulent scalar fluxes
are computed from synchronized velocity and concentration signals measured in
the plane above the intersection. All the results are obtained for five approach
flow directions. The influence of the approach flow to the advective and turbulent
fluxes is determined. The contribution of the advective and turbulent flux to the
ventilation is discussed. Wind direction with the best dispersive conditions in
the area is found. The quadrant analysis is applied to the synchronized signals
of velocity and concentration fluctuation to determine events with the dominant
contribution to the momentum flux and turbulent scalar flux.

Keywords
Air pollution, Atmospheric boundary layer, Wind tunnel modelling, Contaminant
spreading, Scalar fluxes, Street canyon, Street Intersection, Urban area ventila-
tion.
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1.1 Introduction

Dispersion of air pollution within urban areas is an important aspect of the en-
vironment quality for a significant part of the population. Vehicle emissions rep-
resent the main source of pollutants in large cities (Fenger, 1999; Colvile et al.,
2001).

The dispersion in street canyons determines a spatial distribution of pollu-
tants and their dangerous impact. Short time average concentrations measured
especially in lower parts of the street canyons often reach threshold values. Im-
provement of air quality in urban areas is necessary to avoid risk for human health
(Hoek et al., 2000; Nyberg et al., 2000).

We can define ventilation of an urban area as a process of changing polluted
and fresh air within street canyons, which improves the air quality. Ventilation
is directly caused by horizontal and vertical transport of pollution out from the
area.

Wind tunnel investigations provide an environment where flow and dispersion
can be explored in relatively stationary conditions and allow facile changes of
model geometry. Several wind tunnel studies focused on concentrations within
canyon for a tracer emitted at street level and flow perpendicular to the street
(Kastner-Klein and Plate, 1999; Pavageau and Schatzmann, 1999). The transport
of pollution to the air above the roof level were estimated from measurements of
concentrations in these works.

Wind tunnel and field studies for relatively symmetrical and regular street
canyons arrangements express influence of geometry of streets and intersections
in pollutant dispersion and hence ventilation in urban areas, see Brown et al.
(2004).

Mixing and transport processes in a simple street and its ventilation were
elaborated by Belcher (2005). In this work ventilation fluxes were determined
for estimation of the mean scalar transport within the urban street network.
Barlow and Belcher (2002) focused on studying the ventilation characteristics of
a street canyon for the simple case of wind perpendicular to the street. Wind
tunnel experiments published by Robins (2008) show that the mass exchange
between street canyons may be significantly changed due to a small variations of
the building geometry. These results were obtained from computing scalar fluxes
determining pollution transport. Results from numerical simulation published
by Scaperdas and Colvile (1999) show a very complex behaviour of the flow in
an urban area. This work shows configuration of the street canyon and the wind
direction when air exchange between alongwind and crosswind streets is reversed.
Numerical and wind tunnel simulation of the flow and dispersion near regular and
irregular street intersections were studied by Wang and McNamara (2007).

Presented papers demonstrate high sensitivity of flow and dispersion processes
to the intersection geometry and wind direction that are naturally connected with
ventilation of an urban area. Several publications has been focused on the air
quality near street intersection in detail, e.g. Dabberdt et al. (1995). Significantly
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higher pollution concentrations have been observed near intersections than along
the streets with a continuous traffic, see Claggett et al. (1981). The reason of this
observed phenomenon is that vehicles spend longer period of time near junctions,
in driving modes that generate more pollutants (decelerating or accelerating),
than in relatively steady movement in streets. The review of the traffic pollution
modeling was published by Sharma and Khare (2001).

The objective of this study is to determine processes of the traffic pollution
transport within the X-shaped intersection in an idealized symmetric urban area
for several approach flow directions. Pollutant is emitted into the urban area from
the point source simulating “pollution hotspot” - the place with higher emission
of traffic pollution situated near a junction (Soulhac et al., 2009; Tomlin et al.,
2009).

1.2 Experimental set-up

1.2.1 Wind tunnel

The experiment was conducted in the open low-speed wind tunnel of Institute
of Thermomechanics Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic in Nový Kńın.
The cross-dimension of the tunnel test section was 1.5 x 1.5 m, the length of the
test section was 2 m. The scheme of the tunnel is depicted in Fig. 1.1.

Fully turbulent boundary layer was developed by the 20.5 m long development
section of the tunnel. This section was equipped by turbulent generators at the
beginning and covered by 50 mm and 100 mm high roughness elements on the
floor, see the photo in Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.1: The scheme of the open low-speed wind tunnel.

1.2.2 Urban area model

The model of idealised symmetric urban area with apartment houses was designed
according to the common Central European inner-city area. Regular blocks of
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apartment houses with pitched roofs formed a perpendicular arrangement of the
street canyons and X-shaped intersections, see Fig. 1.2.

The model was scaled down to 1:200. The model buildings were formed by
the body of height 100 mm and width 50 mm with pitched roof of height 20 mm.
We set up the characteristic building height H = 120 mm (24 m in full scale) as
the height of building body with the roof.

The width of street canyons was L = 100 mm. The aspect ratio of the street
canyons given by the building height H and the street width S was H/L = 1.2.

A point pollution source simulating a “pollution hotspot” (the place with
higher emission of traffic pollution situated near a junction) was placed at the
bottom of the street canyon in front of the studied intersection, see Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Scheme of the idealised symmetric urban area model (left), the
studied X-shaped intersection (middle) and the photograph of the model placed
in the wind tunnel (right).

1.2.3 Measurement techniques

The flow characteristics were measured using a two-dimensional optical fibre Laser
Doppler Anemometry (LDA), based on DANTEC BSA F-60 burst processor.
Tracing particles (glycerine droplets with approximately 1 µm diameter) were
produced by a commercial haze generator placed at the beginning of the tunnel
generating section, in front of turbulent generators. We got the air flow in the
test section equally filled by seeding particles after running the haze generator
inside the tunnel for several minutes. Data rate reached about 100 Hz at the
bottom levels of street canyons z . 0.5H and up to 1000 Hz at the roof top level
z ≈ H. The time of recording was 180 s in all the cases.

Point concentration measurements of tracer gas were realised by Slow-response
Flame Ionisation Detector (SFID) and Fast-response Flame Ionisation Detector
(FFID). We used SFID (type ROSEMONT NGA 2000) for mean concentration
measurement within the studied intersection. Simultaneous vertical velocity and
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concentration measurement at the roof top level above the intersection was re-
alised using LDA and FFID (type Cambustion Ltd. HFR400 Atmospheric Fast
FID). The FFID was set to acquire data at a data rate of 1 KHz. The sampling
time was 180 s in all of the cases.

We used ethane as the tracer gas simulating passive pollutants. Ethane is
passive and non-reactive gas with its own density ρEthane = 1.24 kg.m−3 close to
density of the air ρAir = 1.28 kg.m−3.

SFID and FFID were calibrated approximately every four hours of measure-
ment. The differences in output voltage, reached up to 5% through the measuring
campaign. All the concentration values were computed from measured voltage
signal using linear interpolated values from two calibrations realised before and
after the recorded data set.

We applied a standard three point calibration for the SFID measurement using
clean air (air sucked into the wind tunnel from the atmosphere) and two span
gases of known hydrocarbons concentrations.

For simultaneous velocity and concentration measurement, the four point
FFID calibration using clean air (air sucked into the wind tunnel from the at-
mosphere), air equally filled by seeding particles and two span gases of known
hydrocarbons concentrations were obtained.

As expected, the presence of the seeding particles in the air during simul-
taneous LDA and FFID measurement influenced FFID output signal. At first
we got isolated spikes in the recorded concentration signal probably due to suc-
tion of combustible aerosol particles from air into the FFID probe. The problem
was mentioned by Hall and Emmott (1991); Contini et al. (2006). Unlike these
published results, we got similar count of spikes in time series obtained from mea-
surements in clean air and in air contained seeding particles in most cases. We
neglected the influence of spikes on the results because the frequency of isolated
spikes was about 0.006% of used sampling data rate.

The second influence of seeding particles on the measured concentration data
was an almost constant shift of recorded concentration values caused obviously
by sucking seeding particles by FFID probe. This shift reached about 0.5% of
the FFID measuring range. The shift was corrected by the calibration sequence
mentioned above.

For simultaneous velocity and concentration measurement, LDA and FFID
probes were mounted on the traverse system in a way that the measuring volume
of the LDA was close to the intake to the FFID sampling tube. The sampling
tube intake was placed 1.5 mm above, 1 mm behind and 1 mm beside the centre
of the LDA measuring volume. Several test measurements with different positions
of both probes demonstrated a negligible influence of FFID sampling tube placed
close to the LDA measuring volume on the flow. The configuration of probes is
captured in Fig. 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: The configuration of the FFID (left) and LDA (right) probes
mounted on the traverse system in the wind tunnel.

1.2.4 Boundary layer characteristics

Fully turbulent boundary layer was developed by spires and roughness elements
placed it the tunnel. The characteristics of the boundary layer above the urban
area model were measured with a two-dimensional LDA system in four vertical
profiles placed above, upstream and downstream from the studied intersection,
see Fig. 1.4.

The vertical profile of mean longitudinal velocity is depicted in Fig. 1.5a,
the momentum flux profile can be found in Fig. 1.5b. The vertical profiles of
longitudinal and vertical turbulent intensity are plotted in Figures 1.5c and 1.5d.
The high above the surface is expressed in full scale.

Vertical profiles of measured turbulent approach flow characteristics were fit-
ted by the logarithmic and the power law. Mean roughness length z0, displace-
ment d0 and friction velocity u∗ (alias square-root of constant value of Reynolds
stress within the inertial sublayer) were obtained from the logarithmic fit. Power
exponent α was obtained from the power fit. The parameters are listed in Table
1.1.

Table 1.1: Parameters of modelled boundary layer above the measured area (in
full scale).

z0 [m] d0 [m] α [−] u∗/U2H [−]

0.83 13.40 0.24 0.096

Categories of boundary layer are defined according to classification in VDI
(2000). Measured parameters corresponded to a neutrally stratified boundary
layer flow above a densely built-up area without much obstacle height variation.

To verify requirements for the Townsend hypothesis, see Townsend (1999),
the critical Reynolds building number ReB was found. This criterion was used
by Meroney et al. (1996) and Pavageau and Schatzmann (1999) for the flow
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Figure 1.4: Wind profile measurement locations.

within street canyons to be independent of viscous effects. The Reynolds building
number modified for our experiment was given by

ReB =
U2HH

ν
, (1.1)

where ν is kinematic viscosity. The experiment was carried out by ReB ≈ 21000
that lies on the lower edge of determined interval for valid Townsend hypothesis.
Free stream velocity was approx. 4 ms−1.

1.3 Results

Horizontal velocity of the flow and concentration of the tracer gas was measured
in vertical cuts (cross-sections) labelled A, B, C and D. These cuts were placed
in the exit planes of the street canyons connected to the studied intersection, see
Fig. 1.2. Cuts were placed 5 mm inward to the canyons because of the high
gradients of measured quantities and the strongly unstable flow at the exact exit
planes of the street canyons.

Furthermore, the vertical velocity and tracer gas concentration were simulta-
neously measured in a horizontal plane at the roof level z = H above the studied
intersection. We used a a reference velocity U2H measured at the reference height
z = 2H. Results were obtained from five different values of the approach flow
angle ϕ = 0◦, 5◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦.

In order to get an understandable image of the results, we used a transforma-
tion of the measured three-dimensional grid to a horizontal plane, see Fig. 1.6.
Vertical cuts of the measured grid were tipped out to the horizontal plane given
by the roof level of the intersection. An orientation of horizontal velocity vectors
in the vertical cuts was maintained in the transformed horizontal plain image.
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Figure 1.5: Boundary layer characteristics above the urban area model.

1.3.1 Mean velocity fields

The flow inside the canopy was strongly three-dimensional and vortices of various
scales are formed within and above the canyons and intersections. Measured
components of velocity vector are expressed by the dimensionless form given by

U/U2H , V/U2H ,W/U2H , (1.2)

where U and V are the horizontal velocity components measured in vertical cuts
placed in the exit planes of the street canyons connected to the studied intersec-
tion, W is vertical velocity of the flow measured in the horizontal plane at the
roof level z = H above the intersection. U2H means a reference velocity measured
at the reference height z = 2H.

A contour plots of velocity magnitude were added to the images of the veloc-
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Figure 1.6: The transformation of the measured three-dimensional grid to a
horizontal plane.

ity field. The orientation of horizontal velocity components is given by plotted
vectors. The orientation of vertical velocity is given by a sign of the scalar values:
the positive sign means an upward direction of vertical velocity and the negative
sign means a downward direction.

A roughly symmetrical velocity field was formed by ϕ = 0◦ (Fig. 1.7a). The
main stream was situated to a alongwind street parallel with the approach flow
(Cut A and C). A vortex with vertical axis was formed within the crosswind
streets (Cut B and D). The horizontal velocity decreased in levels towards the
bottom of the street canyons (further form the middle of the picture). The vertical
velocity on the top of the intersection was negligible in this case.

We observed an obvious change in the velocity field by ϕ = 5◦ (Fig. 1.7b). The
main stream was still situated to a alongwind street, but the horizontal velocity
increased in the left transverse street and decreased in the right transverse street.
There was a small increase of upwards vertical velocity on the right side. A region
with upward vertical velocity was formed near the right leeward corner.

As for the angle ϕ = 15◦ as well as ϕ = 30◦ a significant stream was formed
within crosswind streets (Fig. 1.7c). The increase in the upwards vertical velocity
continued on the right side, however, it was not so important as in comparison
with the changes of the vertical velocity.

An almost symmetrical velocity field was formed by ϕ = 45◦ (Fig. 1.7d). The
main stream was divided into the alongwind and left crosswind streets (Cut B
and C). Asymmetry of flow was probably caused by minor geometrical deviations
of the model in case of approach flow angle ϕ ≈ 0◦.

1.3.2 Mean concentration fields

The dimensionless concentration for a point source was obtained from the formula
published in VDI (2000):

C∗ =
CU2HH

2

Q
(1.3)
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Figure 1.7: Dimensionless velocity fields for four angles of the approach flow
direction.

where C means the measured concentration in and Q is a source emission volume
flow.

Values of computed dimensionless concentration for five angles of the approach
flow directions are plotted in Fig. 1.8. A roughly symmetrical concentration
field was formed by ϕ = 0◦ (Fig. 1.8a), but notice slightly higher concentration
in alongwind street (cut D) in comparison with the left crosswind street (Cut
B). There was almost zero concentration on the top of the intersection, which
indicated weaker advective vertical transport of pollution than in the following
cases.

We observed that a quite small change of the angle of the approach flow
caused a radical change in concentration field by ϕ = 5◦ (Fig. 1.8b). An obvious
deformation of the concentration field is probably caused mainly by street canyon
vortices with horizontal axis (Cut A). The decrease in concentration in the right
crosswind street (Cut D) was measured.

Transport of the majority of the tracer gas from the alongwind street (Cut
A) to the left crosswind street (Cut B) was obvious by ϕ = 15◦ (Fig. 1.8c).
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Consequently there was almost zero concentration in cut D. We measured the
lowest concentrations in the intersection area in this case. We got a very similar
concentration field for ϕ = 30◦ (not shown).

We observed an overall increase in concentration by ϕ = 45◦ (Fig. 1.8d).
There was an enhanced transport of the tracer gas to the right crosswind street up
the approach wind (Cut C and D) compared with case ϕ = 15◦. It was probably
caused by a small vortex with vertical axis at the leeward wall of this street.
There was an area of significant concentration at the top of the intersection.

As we expected, the highest concentrations were measured at the ground levels
in all cases and at the leeward wall of the street with the source (Cut A).
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Figure 1.8: Dimensionless concentration fields for four angles of the approach
flow direction.

1.3.3 Advective scalar flux fields

The dimensionless advective scalar fluxes were computed from the average mea-
sured data to quantify advective spreading of pollutants within the studied in-
tersection, see similar approach in Belcher (2005); Robins (2008). We computed
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horizontal dimensionless advective fluxes using forms

C∗U/U2H , C
∗V/U2H , (1.4)

where C∗ is the mean dimensionless concentration of the tracer gas, U and V
are the mean horizontal velocity components of the flow. Vertical dimensionless
advective flux given was given by

C∗W/U2H , (1.5)

where W is the mean vertical velocity of the flow. Results were obtained for all
five values of the angle of the approach flow ϕ = 0◦, 5◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦.

The dimensionless advective scalar fluxes expressed a rate of emissions spread-
ing through an unit area. Computed fluxes characterized the advective transport
of pollution with the following convention of signs: the positive sign means the
flux outwards and the negative sign means the flux inwards the studied intersec-
tion.

Values of computed fluxes for five angles of the approach flow directions are
plotted in Fig. 1.9. We can observe quite an asymmetrical flux field by ϕ =
0◦ (Fig. 1.9a). There is a higher flux into the right crosswind street (Cut D)
than into the left crosswind street (Cut B). As we mentioned this was probably
caused by minor geometrical deviations of the model. However, it means very
strong sensitivity of scalar fluxes to the geometry of the model and approach flow
direction. Notice a negative, i.e. downward, flux at the top.

A roughly reversely spread flux field was formed by ϕ = 5◦ (Fig. 1.9b) com-
pared to the case of ϕ = 0◦. We could see a significant transport into the left
crosswind street (Cut B).

A noticeable overall decrease in the flux in case of ϕ = 15◦ was observed
(Fig. 1.9c). The lowest fluxes were measured in this case within the studied area.
Emissions were transported mainly to the left crosswind street (Cut B). There
was an area of the positive flux on the right side at the top of the intersection.
We got similar flux field for ϕ = 30◦ but with higher flux values.

A spreading of emissions mostly to the left side still predominated by ϕ = 45◦

(Fig. 1.9d). There was an increase in the flux especially in the left crosswind
street (Cut B). There was mostly a positive flux at the top of the intersection.

1.3.4 Turbulent scalar flux fields

The dimensionless vertical turbulent scalar fluxes were computed from synchro-
nised vertical velocity and concentration signals using eddy-correlation method
(Arya, 1998; Stull, 1988).

The used Matlab post-processing script synchronised simultaneously acquired
vertical velocity and concentration data using the maximum of correlation be-
tween both signals. The synchronised time series were shifted by an average of
15 ms. This shift expressed the delay between a suck of the sample into the intake
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Figure 1.9: Horizontal and vertical dimensionless advective flux of passive con-
taminant with horizontal velocity vectors for four angles of the approach flow
direction.

of the FFID probe tube and the moment of the sample analysing in the probe.
The value of the shift agrees with very similar experimental set up published by
Contini et al. (2006).

The dimensionless vertical turbulent scalar flux is given by⟨
c∗′w′⟩ /U2H , (1.6)

where ⟨...⟩ mean a time average, c∗′ and w′ indicates fluctuations of dimension-
less concentration and vertical velocity. Similar approach to turbulent transport
computing was published in Jurcakova et al. (2009).

Computed dimensionless vertical turbulent fluxes express a rate of emissions
spreading through a unit area by turbulent transport with the same convention
as mentioned above.

Values of determined vertical turbulent fluxes for the four approach flow direc-
tions are plotted in Fig. 1.10. We measured relatively flat turbulent flux field by
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angle ϕ = 0◦, but, compared with the advective flux, there is a positive turbulent
transport of pollution, compare Fig. 1.10a and Fig. 1.9a.

In case ϕ = 15◦ there are significantly positive values on the upwind side of the
area (Fig. 1.10c). The observed phenomenon became stronger by angle ϕ = 45◦

(Fig. 1.10d).
We estimated a significant turbulent transport of pollution near the leeward

side of the buildings, see the upper part of Figures 1.10a and 1.10b. In comparison
with the advective transport, the turbulent fluxes are positive in every case.
The turbulent fluxes magnitude achieved almost two times the advective fluxes
magnitude in the roof top level plane above the studied intersection.
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Figure 1.10: Vertical dimensionless turbulent scalar flux ⟨c∗′w′⟩ /U2H for four
angles of the approach flow direction.

1.3.5 Quadrant analysis

We focused on the turbulent flow in vertical direction situated in the horizontal
plane at the roof top level above the intersection in this part.
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The first step to investigate the turbulent processes in strongly turbulent flow
is the quadrant analysis (Kellnerova et al., 2009; Feddersen, 2005). We applied
this analysis to the velocity fluctuation time series to obtain contributions of the
vertical flux of longitudinal momentum ⟨u′w′⟩ from particular quadrants defined
as:

1st quadrant “outward interaction” (u′ > 0, w′ > 0),

2nd quadrant “sweep” (u′ > 0, w′ < 0),

3rd quadrant “inward interaction” (u′ < 0, w′ < 0),

4th quadrant “ejection” (u′ < 0, w′ > 0).

These definitions are illustrated by the Fig. 1.11. The particular contribution

Figure 1.11: The scheme of event definitions used in velocity fluctuation quad-
rant analysis.

from ith quadrant to the total momentum flux ⟨u′w′⟩ is given by

Si =
⟨u′w′⟩i Ni

Ntotal

, (1.7)

where ⟨u′w′⟩i is the average stress and Ni is the number of events in the ith

quadrant, number of all measured events is Ntotal.
The relative contribution R of the prevailing event to the total momentum

flux is given by

R =
Smax∑

Si

100%, (1.8)

where Smax is the particular contribution from the dominant event.
Relative contributions R of dominant events for four angles of the approach

flow directions are plotted in Fig. 1.12. As you see, ejections and sweeps are the
prevailing events. Ejections characterize the upward transport of longitudinal
momentum deficit, sweeps correspond to the downward transport of longitudinal
momentum excess.

Ejections and sweeps were detected for the approach flow direction ϕ . 5◦

with relatively small relative contribution to the mean momentum flux (Figures
1.12a and 1.12b). Large areas of sweeps with high contribution increased for
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Figure 1.12: Relative contributions R of dominant event to the total momentum
flux ⟨u′w′⟩ for four angles of the approach flow direction.

higher angles ϕ & 15◦ caused probably by increasing magnitude of longitudinal
velocity (Figures 1.12c and 1.12d).

We applied described quadrant analysis to the synchronized vertical velocity
and concentration signals. In this case, particular quadrants are defined as:

1st quadrant “outward interaction” (c′ > 0, w′ > 0),

2nd quadrant “sweep” (c′ > 0, w′ < 0),

3rd quadrant “inward interaction” (c′ < 0, w′ < 0),

4th quadrant “ejection” (c′ < 0, w′ > 0).

These definitions are illustrated by the Fig. 1.13.
Relative contributions R of dominant events for four angles of the approach

flow directions are plotted in Fig. 1.14. We observed outward interactions as
the dominant event with high relative contribution for the approach flow angles
ϕ ∼ 0◦ − 15◦ (Figures 1.14a–1.14c). Inward interaction became dominant in part
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Figure 1.13: The scheme of event definitions used in turbulent flux quadrant
analysis.

of the grid for the approach flow angles ϕ ∼ 45◦ but with low relative contribution
(Fig. 1.14d).

1.4 Conclusion

The described wind tunnel experiment quantified traffic pollutant dispersion
within the X-shaped intersection in an idealized symmetrical urban area depend-
ing on the direction of the approach flow. The tracer gas is emitted into the
urban area from the point source simulating “pollution hotspot” - the place with
higher emission of traffic pollution situated near a junction.

Velocity and concentration measurements were done by the building Reynolds
number in the interval of Townsend hypothesis validity. We found out very com-
plex flow and dispersion pattern within street canyons and high sensitivity to
the approach flow direction. We determined a significant influence of the street
canyon arrangements to the horizontal velocity in lower parts of the canyons at
vertical levels of z . 0.5H. The highest concentration of pollution occurred at
the bottom levels of streets.

The computed dimensionless advective scalar fluxes of contaminant showed
spreading of pollution mostly within the alongwind street for flow almost parallel
to the street canyon with pollution source. Spreading of pollution to the crosswind
street down the wind was observed for approach flow diverging from orientation
of the street canyon with pollution source. We determined the highest advective
fluxes at the bottom parts of the street canyons.

A unique experimental set-up for simultaneous measurement of the flow ve-
locity and the tracer gas concentration was designed and assembled, based on
Fast-response Flame Ionisation Detector and Laser Doppler Anemometer. Verti-
cal turbulent scalar fluxes of passive contaminant were computed from obtained
synchronized signals for a horizontal plane placed above the intersection.

Vertical turbulent fluxes magnitude reached two times higher magnitude of
vertical advective fluxes in individual grid points. Determined vertical turbulent
fluxes comprised significant and positive contribution to the vertical ventilation
of the area. On the other side, horizontal advective fluxes magnitude reached up
to four times higher magnitude of vertical turbulent flux, so the contribution of
the horizontal advective pollution transport to total ventilation is dominant in
all the cases.
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Figure 1.14: Relative contributions R of dominant event to the vertical turbu-
lent scalar flux ⟨c∗′w′⟩ /U2H for four angles of the approach flow direction.

The best dispersive conditions in the studied intersection were measured for
the approach flow angle ϕ ≈ 15◦. In this case we measured generally the lowest
concentration in the studied area and the lowest scalar flux from the source to
the intersection.

The quadrant analysis was applied to the velocity fluctuation signals deter-
mined the sweep as a dominant event in flow above the intersection. The relative
contribution of the sweep invents to the momentum flux increased for approach
flow diverging from orientation of the street canyon with pollution source.

The quadrant analysis was applied to the synchronized vertical velocity and
concentration signals. We determined the outward interaction as a dominant
event with high relative contribution to the vertical turbulent flux for flow almost
parallel to the street canyon with pollution source. Inward interaction events
became dominant for diverging flow but with small relative contribution. The
flow in this case is strongly turbulent so that we investigated almost the same
contribution to the vertical turbulent flux from all events.

The data set acquired from the experiment in the complex urban structure can
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be used for validations of numerical models of flow and dispersion in street scale or
for comparisons of results obtained using these models. The data contains unique
synchronized flow velocity and pollution concentration fluctuations signals in a
high temporal resolution that can be used to verify pollution transport properties.
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Abstract
The influence of the approach flow direction on contaminant spreading and venti-
lation within an intersection in an idealised symmetrical urban area was investi-
gated in this study. Advective horizontal and vertical scalar fluxes are computed
from measured data for five flow directions. The highest advective contaminant
fluxes are measured in the bottom parts of street-canyons. The important role of
the vertical turbulent scalar flux in ventilation of intersection is expected. Quad-
rant analysis of vertical flux of longitudinal momentum is used to determine a
domination of sweep or ejection events above the intersection.

Keywords
Air pollution, Boundary layer, Wind tunnel modelling, Contaminant spreading,
Scalar fluxes, Street canyon, Intersection.

2.1 Introduction

Vehicle traffic pollutants emitted directly to street-canyons represent the serious
health hazard for people in large cities. As shown in Robins et al. (2002) and
Wang and McNamara (2007), geometry of street intersections plays an important
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role in pollutant dispersion and ventilation in urban areas. The objective of this
study is to investigate the influence of the approach flow direction on contaminant
spreading and ventilation within an intersection in an idealised urban area.

2.2 Experimental set-up

The model of idealised urban area with apartment houses was designed after
the common European inner-city area. Regular blocks of apartment houses with
pitched roofs form a perpendicular arrangement of street canyons and intersec-
tions, see Fig. 2.1. Wind tunnel model has been scaled down to 1 : 200. We
consider characteristic obstacle high H = 20 m as a height of building walls
to the bottom edge of the roofs. The experiment was conducted in low-speed
aerodynamic tunnel of Institute of Thermomechanics in Nový Kńın. Fully turbu-
lent boundary layer was developed by spires and roughness elements. 2-D Laser
Doppler Anemometry (LDA) was used for flow measurements. Concentration was
measured by slow-response Flame Ionisation Detector (FID). Tracer gas ethane
was emitted from a point source placed in the street canyon in front of the in-
tersection, see Fig. 2.1. Vertical profile of measured turbulent approach flow
characteristics data was fitted by the logarithmic and the power law with follow-
ing parameters: roughness length z0 = 0.53 m, displacement d0 = 14.4 m and
power law exponent α = 0.25 in full scale. This corresponds according to Brit-
ter and Hanna (2003) to parameters for neutrally stratified boundary layer flow
above a densely built-up area without much obstacle height variation. Validity
of the Towsend hypothesis Townsend (1999) was verified during the experiment.
Free stream velocity was 3 m/s.

Figure 2.1: Scheme of the built-up area model, the studied X-shaped intersec-
tion and the photograph of the model placed in the wind tunnel.
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2.3 Results

We determined dimensionless quantities to quantify spreading of pollutants within
the studied intersection: concentration of tracer gas C∗, horizontal velocity of flow
U∗ in vertical cross-sections placed at outfalls street canyons connected to the in-
tersection and vertical velocity W ∗ of flow in a horizontal cross-section at roof
level (z = 1.2H) above the intersection. Results were obtained for 5 values of the
approach flow angle ϕ = 0◦, 5◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦.

A relative dimensionless flux of passive contaminant F ∗ was computed by
F ∗ = U∗C∗, see similar approach in Belcher (2005) and Robins (2009). For getting
an information about absolute values of dimensionless flux of passive contaminant
in different parts of studied area we computed an absolute dimensionless flux of
passive contaminant F ∗

A by F ∗
A = A∗U∗C∗, where A∗ is dimensionless area.

The relative flux and absolute flux expresses a rate of emissions spreading
through an unit area and area A∗, respectively. Computed fluxes characterize
advective transfer with following convention of signs: the positive sign means
flux outwards and the negative sign means flux inwards the intersection. Values
of computed fluxes for three approach flow directions are plotted in Fig. 2.2.

The quadrant analysis was applied to the velocity fluctuation time series to
obtain contributions of vertical flux of longitudinal momentum ⟨u′w′⟩ from par-
ticular quadrants defined as:

1st quadrant “outward interaction” (u′ > 0, w′ > 0),

2nd quadrant “sweep” (u′ > 0, w′ < 0),

3rd quadrant “inward interaction” (u′ < 0, w′ < 0),

4th quadrant “ejection” (u′ < 0, w′ > 0).

The particular contribution from ith quadrant to the total momentum flux ⟨u′w′⟩
is given by Si = ⟨u′w′⟩iNi/Ntotal, where ⟨u′w′⟩i is the average stress and Ni is the
number of events in the ith quadrant, number of all measured events is Ntotal, see
Kellnerova et al. (2009).

The relative contributions from ejections S4 and sweeps S2 to the total mo-
mentum flux dominated the other two interactions. The difference ∆S = S4−S2

indicates prevailing mechanism of vertical momentum transport in the area, see
Fig. 2.3. Ejections characterize the upward transport of longitudinal momentum
deficit (∆S > 0), sweeps correspond to the downward transport of longitudinal
momentum excess (∆S < 0). Ejections and sweeps are approx. of the same
magnitude for the approach flow direction ϕ ∼ 0◦, see Fig. 2.3a. Large areas of
sweeps increase for directions ϕ ≥ 15◦, see Fig. 2.3b and 2.3c.

2.4 Conclusions

The described wind tunnel experiment quantified traffic pollutant dispersion with-
in the X-shaped intersection in an idealised symmetric urban area depending
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(a) Approach flow ϕ = 0◦. (b) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.

(c) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.

Figure 2.2: Relative and absolute dimensionless flux of passive contaminant
fields for 3 approach flow directions in the intersection with horizontal velocity
vectors. Numbers in the white boxes mean the absolute flux in each cross-section
as a percentage of the absolute flux in section A.

on the approach flow direction. Computed scalar fluxes of contaminant showed
spreading of pollution mostly within the longitudinal street for the approach flow
angles ϕ ≤ 5◦ and to the transverse street by angles ϕ ≥ 15◦. We determined
the highest absolute fluxes in bottom parts of street canyons. Significant vertical
turbulent ventilation is expected because of non-zero sum of all measured fluxes
within the intersection. Quadrant analysis determined dominating sweeps events
by angles ϕ ≥ 15◦ that probably extensively influences ventilation of the area by
transporting clean air from free stream downwards.
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(a) Approach flow ϕ = 0◦. (b) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.

(c) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.

Figure 2.3: Difference ∆S between sweeps and ejection events in vertical mo-
mentum flux distribution in a horizontal plane at roof level above the studied
intersection for 3 approach flow directions.
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Abstract
The objective of this experimental study is to determine processes of a pollu-
tion ventilation above the X-shaped street intersection in an idealised symmetric
urban area for several approach flow directions. A unique experimental set-up
for simultaneous measurement of the flow velocity and the tracer gas concentra-
tion in a high temporal resolution is assembled. Advective and turbulent vertical
scalar fluxes are computed from the measured data in a horizontal plane above
the street intersection. Vertical turbulent pollution transport was found to be a
significant and positive contribution to the total vertical transport of pollutants
form the intersection. Prevailing events in vertical scalar and momentum fluxes
were determined using quadrant analysis.

Keywords
Air pollution, Boundary layer, Wind tunnel modelling, Contaminant transport,
Pollution fluxes, Street canyon intersection.

3.1 Introduction

Dispersion of air pollution within urban areas is an important aspect of the envi-
ronment quality for a significant part of the population. Traffic in street canyons
is often a dominant source of pollutants in large cities, see Fenger (1999). Im-
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provement of air quality in urban areas is necessary to avoid risk for human
health, see Hoek et al. (2000). We can define ventilation of built-up areas as
a process of changing polluted with a fresh air, which improves the air qual-
ity. Street intersections are very important in the redistribution of pollutants
between streets and in the air exchanges between streets and the atmosphere.
Characteristics of the transport pollution within the street intersection can be
found in recent works (Carpentieri and Robins, 2010; Carpentieri et al., 2012;
Soulhac et al., 2009). We focused on vertical ventilation processes in a complex
and highly three-dimensional flow and concentration fields above the idealised
street intersection. This study relates to former work published in Kukacka et al.
(2011).

3.2 Experimental set-up

The experiment was conducted in the open low-speed wind tunnel of Institute
of Thermomechanics Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic in Nový Kńın.
According to the standard criteria, modeled boundary layer corresponded to a
neutrally stratified boundary layer flow above a densely built-up area without
much obstacle height variation. The model of an idealised symmetric urban area
formed by apartment houses was designed according to common Central Euro-
pean inner-city areas. The model was scaled down to 1 : 200, the characteristic
building height was H = 120 mm (24 m in full scale).

The turbulent momentum and mass transport was detected by simultaneous
velocity and concentration measurement in a high temporal resolution using two-
dimensional optical fibre Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) and Fast-response
Flame Ionisation Detector (FFID). A point pollution source simulating a ”pollu-
tion hotspot” (the place with higher emission of traffic pollution situated near a
junction) was placed at the bottom of the street canyon in front of the studied
street intersection.

3.3 Results

The vertical and longitudinal velocity with concentration of tracer gas were si-
multaneously measured in a horizontal plane at the roof-top level z = H above
the studied intersection. Results were obtained for five approach flow direc-
tions ϕ = 0◦, 5◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦. The dimensionless advective scalar fluxes were
computed by C∗W/U2H , where C

∗ means dimensionless pollutant concentration,
W is the mean vertical velocity of the flow and U2H means reference velocity
measured at the reference height z = 2H, see Belcher (2005); Robins (2008);
Carpentieri and Robins (2010). Dimensionless vertical turbulent scalar fluxes
were computed from synchronised vertical velocity and concentration signals us-
ing eddy-correlation method. The turbulent scalar flux is given by ⟨c∗′w′⟩/U2H ,
where ⟨⟩ is a time average, c∗′ and w′ indicate fluctuations of dimensionless con-
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centration and vertical velocity, respectively (see similar approach in Carpentieri
et al. (2012)). The positive sign means the flux outwards and the negative sign
means the flux inwards the street intersection. A contribution of the turbulent
flux to the total flux was computed by |⟨c∗′w′⟩|/(|⟨c∗′w′⟩|+ |C∗W |), see Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Contribution of the vertical turbulent pollution flux to the total
vertical pollution flux at the roof top level above the street intersection (view
from the top).

The quadrant analysis was applied to the velocity and concentration fluctu-
ation time series. We used usual nomenclature published in Willmarth and Lu
(1975):

“outward interaction” (x′ > 0, w′ > 0),

“sweep” (x′ > 0, w′ < 0),
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“inward interaction” (x′ < 0, w′ < 0),

“ejection” (x′ < 0, w′ > 0),

where x′ represents longitudinal velocity fluctuation u′ or concentration fluctu-
ation c′. The particular contribution from ith quadrant to the total turbulent
flux is given by Si = ⟨x′w′⟩iNi/Ntotal, where Ni is the number of events in the ith

quadrant, number of all measured events is Ntotal. The relative contribution of the
prevailing event Smax to the total momentum flux is given by |Smax|/

∑
|Si|·100%,

see Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Relative contributions of the dominant event to the total turbulent
flux of the passive contaminant at the roof top level above the street intersection
(view from the top).
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3.4 Conclusions

Vertical advective and turbulent fluxes of pollution were measured above the
modeled X-shaped street intersection in an idealized symmetrical urban area.
Determined vertical turbulent flux comprised significant and positive contribu-
tion to the ventilation of the area. The quadrant analysis was applied to the
synchronized velocity and concentration signals. In the area of the significant
advective pollution transport, sweeps were found to be events with the dominant
contribution to the vertical momentum flux. We determined the outward interac-
tion and to a lesser extent inward interaction as a dominant event in the vertical
turbulent pollution flux.
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Abstract
The objective of this experimental study is to determine processes of a verti-
cal turbulent pollution transport above the X-shaped street intersection in an
idealised symmetric urban area for several approach flow directions. An experi-
mental set-up for simultaneous measurement of the flow velocity and the tracer
gas concentration in a high temporal resolution is assembled. Vertical turbulent
scalar fluxes are computed from the measured data in a horizontal plane above the
street intersection. The quadrant analysis was applied to the vertical turbulent
pollution fluxes data. Events with dominant contribution to vertical turbulent
pollution flux were detected. The mean duration, repetition frequency and the
duration percentage were computed for these events. A strong influence of the ap-
proach flow direction on the the type of dominant events and their characteristics
was resolved.

4.1 Introduction

Dispersion of air pollution within urban areas is an important aspect of the envi-
ronment quality for a significant part of the population. Traffic in street canyons is
often a dominant source of pollutants in large cities (Fenger, 1999). Improvement
of air quality in urban areas is necessary to avoid risk for human health (Hoek
et al., 2000). We focused on vertical turbulent pollution transport in a complex
and highly three-dimensional flow and concentration fields above the idealised
street intersection. This study relates to former published work (Kukacka et al.,
2012).
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Street intersections are very important in the redistribution of pollutants be-
tween streets and in the air exchanges between streets and flow above the canopy
layer. Characteristics of the transport pollution within the street intersection
can be found in recent works (Carpentieri and Robins, 2010; Carpentieri et al.,
2012; Soulhac et al., 2009). Understanding processes of pollution transport in
complex urban areas is important for estimation of ventilation intensity in the
polluted street canyons, for finding suitable configuration of built-up areas and
for developing local scale dispersion models.

The quadrant analysis is usually the first step to investigate the turbulent
processes in strongly turbulent flow. It is usually applied to the turbulent mo-
mentum flux (Kellnerova et al., 2009; Feddersen, 2005). Using this analysis, the
prevailing events in the flow can be detected. There have been only several stud-
ies using quadrant analysis for turbulent scalar flux investigation, but only in
the flow above relatively homogeneous surface, e.g. (Katul et al., 1997; Raupach,
1981). The quadrant analysis is applied newly to the turbulent scalar flux in
highly turbulent a tree dimensional flow in this work.

4.2 Experimental set-up

4.2.1 Wind tunnel

The experiment was conducted in the open low-speed wind tunnel of Institute
of Thermomechanics Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic in Nový Kńın.
The cross-dimension of the tunnel test section was 1.5× 1.5 m, the length of the
test section was 2 m. The scheme of the tunnel is depicted in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The scheme of the open low-speed wind tunnel.

Fully turbulent boundary layer was developed by the 20.5 m long development
section of the tunnel. This section was equipped by turbulent generators at the
beginning and covered by 50 mm and 100 mm high roughness elements on the
floor, see the photo in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Scheme of the idealised symmetric urban area model (left), the
studied X-shaped intersection (middle) and the photograph of the model placed
in the wind tunnel (right).

4.2.2 Urban area model

The model of idealised symmetric urban area with apartment houses was designed
according to the common Central European inner-city area. Regular blocks of
apartment houses with pitched roofs formed a perpendicular arrangement of the
street canyons and X-shaped intersections, see figure 4.2.

The model was scaled down to 1 : 200. The model buildings were formed by
the body of height 100 mm and width 50 mm with pitched roof of height 20 mm.
We set up the characteristic building height H = 120 mm (24 m in full scale) as
the height of building body with the roof.

The width of street canyons was L = 100 mm. The aspect ratio of the street
canyons given by the building height H and the street width S was H/L = 1.2.

A point tracer gas source simulating a “pollution hot spot” (the place with
higher emission of traffic pollution situated near a junction) was placed at the
bottom of the street canyon in front of the studied intersection, see the scheme
in figure 4.2.

4.2.3 Measurement techniques

The flow characteristics were measured by a two-dimensional optical fibre Laser
Doppler Anemometry based on DANTEC BSA F-60 burst processor (LDA).
Tracing particles (glycerine droplets with approximately 1 µm diameter) were
produced by a commercial haze generator placed at the beginning of the tunnel
generating section, in front of turbulent generators. We got the air flow in the
test section equally filled by seeding particles after running the haze generator
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inside the tunnel for several minutes. Data rate reached about 100 Hz at the
bottom levels of street canyons z . 0.5H and up to 1000 Hz at the roof top level
z ≈ H. The time of recording was 180 s in all the cases.

Point concentration measurements of tracer gas were realised by Fast-response
Flame Ionisation Detector HFR-400 Atmospheric Fast FID (FFID) made by Cam-
bustion Ltd. The detector was set to acquire data at a data rate of 1 KHz. The
sampling time was 180 s in all of the cases. We used ethane as the tracer gas
simulating passive pollutants. Ethane is passive and non-reactive gas with its
own density ρEthane = 1.24 kg m−3 close to density of the air ρAir = 1.28 kg m−3.

Simultaneous vertical velocity and concentration measurement at the roof top
level above the intersection was realised using LDA and FFID. LDA and FFID
probes were mounted on the traverse system in a way that the measuring volume
of the LDA was close to the intake to the FFID sampling tube. The sampling
tube intake was placed 1.5 mm above, 1 mm behind and 1 mm beside the centre
of the LDA measuring volume, see figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: The configuration of the FFID (left) and LDA (right) probes
mounted on the traverse system in the wind tunnel.

As expected, the presence of the seeding particles in the air during simul-
taneous LDA and FFID measurement influenced FFID output signal. We got
isolated spikes in the recorded concentration signal probably due to suction of
combustible aerosol particles into the FFID probe, see Hall and Emmott (1991);
Contini et al. (2006). We got similar count of spikes in time series obtained from
measurements in clean air and in air contained seeding particles in most cases
unlike these published results. We neglected the influence of spikes on the results
because the frequency of isolated spikes was about 0.006% of used sampling data
rate.

The second influence of seeding particles on the measured concentration data
was an almost constant shift of recorded concentration values caused obviously
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by sucking seeding particles by FFID probe. This shift reached about 0.5% of
the FFID measuring range. The shift was corrected by the calibration sequence.

4.2.4 Boundary layer characteristics

Fully turbulent boundary layer was developed by spires and roughness elements
placed it the tunnel. The characteristics of the boundary layer above the urban
area model were measured with a two-dimensional LDA system in four vertical
profiles placed above, upstream and downstream from the studied intersection,
see figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Wind profile measurement locations.

The vertical profile of mean longitudinal velocity is depicted in figure 4.5a,
the momentum flux profile can be found in figure 4.5b. The vertical profiles of
longitudinal and vertical turbulent intensity are plotted in figures 4.5c and 4.5d.
The high above the surface is expressed in full scale.

Vertical profiles of measured turbulent approach flow characteristics were fit-
ted by the logarithmic and the power law. Mean roughness length z0, displace-
ment d0 and friction velocity u∗ (alias square-root of constant Rey-nolds stress
within the inertial sublayer) were obtained from the log wind profile fitting. Power
exponent α was obtained from the power wind profile fitting. The parameters are
listed in table 4.1. Measured parameters corresponded to a neutrally stratified
boundary layer flow above a densely built-up area without much obstacle height
variation. We used boundary layer classification according VDI (2000).

To verify requirements for the Townsend hypothesis Townsend (1999) the crit-
ical Reynolds building number ReB was found. For our experiment, the modified
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(a) The vertical profiles of mean longitudinal
velocity.
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(b) The vertical profiles of mean momentum
flux.
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(c) The vertical profiles of longitudinal tur-
bulent intensity.
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(d) The vertical profiles of vertical turbulent
intensity.

Figure 4.5: Boundary layer characteristics above the urban area model.

Table 4.1: Parameters of modelled boundary layer above the measured area (in
full scale).

z0 (m) d0 (m) α (−) u∗/U2H (−)

0.83 13.40 0.24 0.096

Reynolds building number was given by

ReB =
U2HH

ν
, (4.1)

where U2H is reference longitudinal velocity measured at a height of z = 2H
and ν is kinematic viscosity. This criterion is used for the flow within street
canyons to be independent of viscous effects Meroney et al. (1996); Pavageau and
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Schatzmann (1999). The experiment was carried out by ReB ≈ 21000 that lies on
the lower edge of determined interval for valid Towsend hypothesis. Free stream
velocity was approximately 4 m s−1.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Turbulent scalar flux fields

The vertical and longitudinal velocity with concentration of tracer gas were si-
multaneously measured in a horizontal plane at the roof-top level z = H above
the studied intersection. Results were obtained for five approach flow angles
ϕ = 0◦, 5◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦.

The used Matlab post-processing script for synchronising simultaneously ac-
quired vertical velocity and concentration data using the maximum of correlation
between both signals. The synchronised time series were shifted by an average of
15 ms. This shift expressed the delay between a suck of the sample into the intake
of the FFID probe tube and the moment of the sample analysing in the probe.
The value of the shift agrees with very similar experimental set up published by
Contini et al. (2006).

The dimensionless vertical turbulent scalar fluxes were computed from syn-
chronised vertical velocity and concentration signals using eddy-correlation method
Arya (1998); Stull (1988) using ⟨

c∗′w′⟩ 1

U2H

, (4.2)

where ⟨⟩ is the time average, c∗′ and w′ indicate fluctuations of dimensionless
concentration and vertical velocity, respectively (see similar approach in Carpen-
tieri et al. (2012)). These computed fluxes express a rate of emissions spreading
through a unit area by turbulent transport. The positive sign means the flux
outwards and the negative sign means the flux inwards the street intersection.

Values of determined vertical turbulent fluxes for the four approach flow di-
rections are plotted in figure 4.6. We measured relatively flat turbulent flux field
with small and positive values by angle 0◦, see figure 4.6a. In case 15◦ there
are significantly positive values on the upwind side of the area, see figure 4.6c.
This phenomenon became stronger by angle 45◦, see figure 4.6d. We estimated a
significant turbulent transport of pollution near the leeward side of the buildings,
see the upper part of figures 4.6a and 4.6b.

4.3.2 Quadrant analysis

The quadrant analysis was applied to the synchronised velocity and concentration
fluctuation time series. We used usual nomenclature published in Willmarth and
Lu (1975):

1st quadrant “outward interaction” (x′ > 0, w′ > 0),
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(a) Approach flow ϕ = 0◦.
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(b) Approach flow ϕ = 5◦.
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(c) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.
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(d) Approach flow ϕ = 45◦.

Figure 4.6: Vertical dimensionless turbulent scalar flux ⟨c∗′w′⟩ /U2H for four
angles of the approach flow direction.

2st quadrant “sweep” (x′ > 0, w′ < 0),

3st quadrant “inward interaction” (x′ < 0, w′ < 0),

4st quadrant “ejection” (x′ < 0, w′ > 0),

where x′ represents dimensionless concentration fluctuation c∗′. These definitions
are illustrated in figure 4.7 bellow. The threshold time and value was used to
identify individual events in fluctuation signals. The threshold time was set to 2
ms as a duration of two consecutive time steps in measured signal. The threshold
value was used 0.0005 (-) as a minimum value that can be resolved from an electric
noise in the signals.

The particular contribution from ith quadrant to the total turbulent pollution
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Figure 4.7: The scheme of event definitions used in quadrant analysis of turbu-
lent pollution flux.

flux ⟨c∗′w′⟩ /U2H is given by

Si =
⟨c∗w′⟩iNi

Ntotal

, (4.3)

where Ni is the number of events in the ith quadrant and Ntotal is number of all
measured events.

The relative contribution of the prevailing event to the total scalar flux was
computed as

Smax∑
Si

100%, (4.4)

where Smax is the particular contribution from the dominant event. These con-
tributions of the prevailing events are plotted in figure 4.8 for four approach flow
directions. As you see in figures 4.8a, 4.8b and 4.8c, outward interactions domi-
nated in the area for smaller approach wind directions. It means, that particles
of air with a positive fluctuation of the vertical velocity and concentration were
transported upwards from the intersection. There is a large area with domina-
tion of inward interaction for approach flow angle ϕ = 45◦, see figure 4.8d. The
positive vertical turbulent flux is formed mostly by downwards moving particles
of fresh air in this area.

The mean dimensionless duration was computed for the dominant events as

⟨ti⟩Smax

U2H

H
, (4.5)

where tj is the measured duration of the dominant event. Values of mean dura-
tions are depicted in figure 4.9 for four approach flow angles.

The mean dimensionless repetition frequency was computed for dominant
events using ⟨

1

τj

⟩
Smax

H

U2H

, (4.6)

where τj is the measured duration between two dominant events. Computed rep-
etition frequencies are plotted in figure 4.10 for the four approach flow directions.

We can compare figures 4.6, 4.9 and 4.10 now. It is obvious that the outward
interactions with low repetition frequencies and relatively long durations domi-
nated in a low and positive vertical turbulent transport for lower approach flow
angles 0◦ and 5◦; compare figures 4.9a and 4.10a, figures 4.9b and 4.10b. The
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(a) Approach flow ϕ = 0◦.
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(b) Approach flow ϕ = 5◦.
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(c) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.
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(d) Approach flow ϕ = 45◦.

Figure 4.8: The relative contribution of the prevailing event to the total scalar
flux Smax/

∑
Si100%.
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(a) Approach flow ϕ = 0◦.
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(b) Approach flow ϕ = 5◦.
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(c) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.
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(d) Approach flow ϕ = 45◦.

Figure 4.9: The mean dimensionless duration of the dominant events
⟨tj⟩Smax

U2H/H.
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(a) Approach flow ϕ = 0◦.
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(b) Approach flow ϕ = 5◦.
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(c) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.
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(d) Approach flow ϕ = 45◦.

Figure 4.10: The mean dimensionless repetition frequency of the dominant
events ⟨1/τj⟩Smax

H/U2H .
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(a) Approach flow ϕ = 0◦.
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(b) Approach flow ϕ = 5◦.
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(c) Approach flow ϕ = 15◦.
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(d) Approach flow ϕ = 45◦.

Figure 4.11: The duration percentage of the dominant events ΣtjSmax/Σtj100%.
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repetition frequency increased and duration slightly decrease in case of angle 15◦,
compare figures 4.9c and 4.10c. This can be observed by angle 30◦, as well (not
shown). The inward interactions with high frequencies and long durations dom-
inated in the intensive positive turbulent flux in the last situation by approach
flow angle 45◦, see figures 4.9d and 4.10d.

Measured values of the mean dimensionless duration of dominant events be-
tween 0.20–0.45 correspond to durations around 1.6–3.6 s in a real symmetric
urban area with H = 24 m and U2H = 3 m s−1. In case of repetition frequencies,
measured values 0.5–1.2 correspond to 0.06–0.15 Hz. It means that periods of
events reach values around 6.5–16.0 s.

The duration percentage of the dominant events was computed as the last
quantity by

ΣtjSmax

Σtj
100%, (4.7)

where tjSmax is the duration of the dominant event and ti is duration of every
detected event. The duration percentage is shown in figure 4.11 for the four ap-
proach flow directions. The dominate outward interactions influenced the vertical
pollution turbulent flux for a relatively short time in lower approach flow angles
0◦ and 5◦, see figures 4.11a and 4.11b. The duration percentage of outward inter-
action obviously increase with increasing angle, see figure 4.11c. The dominant
inward interaction were detected in up to 40% of measured period in case of angle
45◦, see figure 4.11d.

4.4 Conclusions

Vertical turbulent pollution fluxes were measured in a horizontal plane above the
modeled X-shaped street intersection in an idealized symmetrical urban area for
five wind directions. An experimental set-up for simultaneous measurement of the
flow velocity and the tracer gas concentration was designed and assembled, based
on Fast-response Flame Ionisation Detector and Laser Doppler Anemometer.

The influence of the approach flow direction on the vertical turbulent pollu-
tion fluxes were determined. The increasing vertical turbulent pollution flux was
observed with diverging approach flow direction from the street with pollution
source.

The quadrant analysis was applied to the vertical turbulent pollution fluxes
data. We determined that the vertical turbulent pollution flux is caused by trans-
port of polluted air particles upward from the intersection (outward interactions)
in case of approach flow almost parallel to the street canyon with the pollution
source. The turbulent pollution flux reach low magnitude in these cases. Outward
interactions reached low repetition frequencies and relatively long durations. In
general, the outward interactions influenced the vertical pollution turbulent flux
for a relatively short time compared with the total duration of all detected events.

Transport of fresh air downward into the street intersection (inward interac-
tion) dominated in the vertical turbulent flux for diverging approach flow from
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the street with the pollution source. These dominate events reached high repe-
tition frequencies and long durations. The outward interactions were present in
almost half of the total duration of all detected events.
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5. Ventilation of idealised urban
area, LES and wind tunnel
experiment
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Abstract
In order to estimate the ventilation of vehicle pollution within street canyons, a
wind tunnel experiment and a large eddy simulation (LES) was performed. A
model of an idealised urban area with apartment houses arranged to courtyards
was designed according to common Central European cities. In the wind tun-
nel, we assembled a set-up for simultaneous measurement of vertical velocity and
tracer gas concentration. Due to the vehicle traffic emissions modelling, a new
line source of tracer gas was designed and built into the model. As a computa-
tional model, the LES model solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
was used. In this paper, we focused on the street canyon with the line source
situated perpendicular to an approach flow. Vertical and longitudinal velocity
components of the flow with the pollutant concentration were obtained from two
horizontal grids placed in different heights above the street canyon. Vertical ad-
vective and turbulent pollution fluxes were computed from the measured data as
ventilation characteristics. Wind tunnel and LES data were qualitatively com-
pared. A domination of advective pollution transport within the street canyon
was determined. However, the turbulent transport with an opposite direction to
the advective played a significant role within and above the street canyon.

5.1 Introduction

Vehicle traffic became often a dominant pollution source in large cities all over
the world (Fenger, 1999). Air quality improvement in urban areas is necessary
to avoid risk for human health (Hoek et al., 2000). The problem of the pollu-
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tion transport within the built-up areas were summarised in several recent works
(Kastner-Klein et al., 2004; Ahmad et al., 2005; Carpentieri, 2013). A mass ex-
change between street canyon and external atmospheric flow and the influence
of the external turbulence intensity on the scalar transfer from the canyon was
investigated in Soulhac et al. (2009). A pollution transfer within a model of a
real street intersection in Central London (DAPPLE series of projects) was bal-
anced in Carpentieri and Robins (2010). Finally, the investigation of advective
and turbulent fluxes within street intersections in a complex urban area was pre-
sented in Carpentieri et al. (2012). We used similar experimental method in the
present paper. A significant role of a building geometry influence on the flow
patterns and pollutant dispersion was proved in Xie et al. (2005). Highly three-
dimensional flow and an important role of a turbulent pollution exchange at roof
level above the street intersections was demonstrated in Carpentieri et al. (2012);
Kukacka et al. (2012). Mechanisms of the turbulent mass transport above the
street intersection were subsequently analysed in Kukacka et al. (2013).

In this study, we have followed our recent research described in Kukacka et al.
(2012) and Kukacka et al. (2013). We present a part of the complex project that
aims to investigate the influence of the building height variation and the ground
arrangement on the ventilation intensity. Presented experiment and numerical
simulation are focused on vertical advective and turbulent pollution transport
above a finite street canyon within the one type of an idealised built-up area.
Understanding processes of pollution transport in complex urban areas could
enable better estimation of the ventilation intensity within street canyons. Con-
sequently, this could provide opportunities for designing suitable configuration of
built-up areas and effective development of local scale dispersion models.

5.2 Experimental set-up

5.2.1 Urban area model

The model was designed according to an idealised urban area formed by apart-
ment houses with pitched roofs arranged in courtyards that can be found in
central Prague. The model was manufactured in scale 1 : 400, see figure 5.1.

The height of model buildings with pitched roof was H = 62.5 mm (25 m in
full scale). The width of street canyons was S = 50 mm (20 m in full scale). The
aspect ratio of the street canyons was H/S = 1.25.

5.2.2 Wind tunnel experiment

Wind tunnel

The physical experiment was performed in the open low-speed wind tunnel of
Institute of Thermomechanics Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic in
Nový Kńın. The cross dimension of the tunnel was 1.5 x 1.5 m. The development
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of the idealised symmetric urban area model (a) and the
photograph of the model placed in the wind tunnel (b).

section of the tunnel was 20.5 m long and the length of the test section was 2 m.
The scheme of the tunnel is depicted in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: The scheme of the open low-speed wind tunnel.

Line source of tracer gas

A new line source of a tracer gas was designed and manufactured for the urban
area model according to the vehicle traffic pollution simulation. The total length
of the line source was L = 1 m (400 m in full scale). The 1 m long line source
was formed by four independent units. In every 250 mm long unit, a line of 126
equally spaced needles was built in. Needles with inner diameter 0.3 mm were 100
mm long. The pressure drop across the needles exceeded the stagnation pressure
in the wind tunnel of 130 Pa. That was sufficiently high value in comparison with
expected pressure fluctuations on the tunnel floor (up to 10 Pa). The line source
homogeneity was successfully verified before measurement.
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Measurement techniques

A simultaneous point measurement of hydrocarbon concentration together with
longitudinal and vertical velocity components was realised by Fast-response Flame
Ionisation Detector (FFID) with two-dimensional optical fibre Laser Doppler An-
emometry (LDA). LDA and FFID probes were mounted on the traverse system
in a way that the measuring volume of the LDA was close to the intake to the
FFID sampling tube, see Figure 5.3. A detailed description of the measurement
can be found in Kukacka et al. (2013).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: The configuration of the FFID (red) and LDA (black and silver)
probes mounted on the traverse system in the wind tunnel (a). The detail of the
measuring volume of LDA with FFID sampling tube intake (b).

We used ethane as the tracer gas simulating passive pollutants emitted by
vehicle traffic. A data rate of LDA reached about 200 Hz in a measured area; the
FFID detector was set to acquire data at the data rate of 1 KHz. A free-stream
velocity of the flow in the tunnel was measured using Prandtl tube fixed in the
centre of tunnel cross-section 4 m upwind from the test section.

We applied Matlab post-processing script to synchronise the simultaneously
acquired vertical velocity and concentration data finding a maximum correlation
between signals. The synchronised data were shifted by an average of 12 ms.
This shift expressed the delay between the suck of the sample into the intake of
the FFID probe tube and the moment of the sample analysing in the probe. The
value of the shift agrees with very similar experimental set published in recent
works (Kukacka et al., 2013; Contini et al., 2006).

5.2.3 Large eddy simulation

Numerical model

A numerical part of this work was computed by CLMMmodel (Charles University
Large-eddy Microscale Model), for further details see Fuka and Brechler (2011).
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The model utilised large eddy simulation (LES) for the turbulent flow. Navier-
Stokes equations were solved in incompressible form by the fractional step method
in the model. Equations are discretized using the third order Runge-Kutta and
the semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson methods.

The finite volume method on a uniform Cartesian grid was used in space.
The spatial discretization of the fluxes was the second order central except. The
momentum advection and scalar advection that were solved by the fourth order
central and the third order positive method (Hundsdorfer et al., 1995), respec-
tively. The nonlinear terms are filtered with filter width equal to two cell widths
Vasilyev et al. (1998). The sigma subgrid model Nicoud et al. (2011) is utilised
in subfilter (subgrid) scales computations.

Boundary conditions

The above described simulation was carried out with the model at the scale
of 1:400 and finite line source according to the wind tunnel experiment. The
boundary conditions were set-up periodic on horizontal domain boundaries. The
flow was driven by a constant pressure gradient. The top boundary was a zero
stress (free-slip) wall.

5.2.4 Boundary layer characteristics

A fully turbulent boundary layer (BL) was formed by development section of the
tunnel. At the beginning of this section, three triangular turbulent generators
were placed there. The floor of the section was covered by roughness elements of
dimensions 50 x 50 mm.

The turbulent characteristics of the BL were measured with a two-dimensional
LDA system in four vertical profiles placed in different positions among roughness
elements around 330 mm upwind from the model, see the scheme in figure 5.4.

1 2
4 3

Roughness elements

Wind profile locations

Approach flow

Figure 5.4: Wind profile measurement locations.

The vertical profile of mean longitudinal velocity is depicted in figure 5.5a,
the momentum flux profile can be found in figure 5.5b. The vertical profiles of
longitudinal and vertical turbulent intensity are plotted in figures 5.5c and 5.5d.
The height above the surface is expressed in full scale.

A representative vertical profile of longitudinal mean velocity no. 4 was fitted
by the logarithmic and the power law. Mean roughness length z0, displacement d0
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(a) The vertical profiles of mean longitudinal
velocity.

(b) The vertical profiles of mean momentum
flux.

(c) The vertical profiles of longitudinal tur-
bulent intensity with upper bounds of VDI
profiles for various roughness classes (VDI,
2000).

(d) The vertical profiles of vertical turbulent
intensity with upper bounds of VDI profiles
for various roughness classes (VDI, 2000).

Figure 5.5: Characteristics of the approach boundary layer in the wind tunnel.
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and friction velocity u∗ (alias square-root of constant Reynolds stress within the
inertial sublayer) were obtained from the log wind profile fitting. Power exponent
α was obtained from the power wind profile fitting. The BL parameters are listed
in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Parameters of the wind tunnel boundary layer (in full scale).

z0 (m) d0 (m) α (−) u∗/UFreeStream (−)

1.87 2.96 0.27 0.07

According to VDI guideline VDI (2000), modelled BL met the requirements
of the flow above densely built-up inner-city area with a small building height
variation. The vertical wind profile no. 4 was used as a starting condition of the
flow in the LES.

To verify requirements for the Towsend hypothesis (Townsend, 1999), an inde-
pendency on Reynolds building number ReB was verified for measured quantities.
In our experiment, the modified Reynolds building number was given by

ReB =
U2HH

ν
, (5.1)

where U2H is reference longitudinal velocity measured at a height of z = 2H and
ν is kinematic viscosity. This criterion is usually used for the flow within street
canyons to be independent of viscous effects, see (Meroney et al., 1996; Pavageau
and Schatzmann, 1999).

The experiment was carried out by ReB ≈ 9000 that lied on a lower edge
of the determined interval for valid Townsend hypothesis and corresponded to
the free stream velocity UFreeStream ≈ 3.5 m s−1 and to the reference velocity
U2H ≈ 2.0 m s−1.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Area of the results

In the wind tunnel, the data were measured in two horizontal planes at the level
z/H = 0.8 (at eaves height) and z/H = 1.2H (above the roof) above the street
canyon with the line source, see the scheme in Figure 5.6. This street canyon was
oriented perpendicular to the approach flow.

For LES simulation, a computational domain was situated in a windward half
of the model. The domain, containing 161 x 281 x 101 grid points, was set-up
with the resolution of 5 mm (2 m in full scale). Simulation results are displayed
for a middle part of the domain, see Figure 5.7.
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Measured grid

Approach 
   flow

Line source

(a)

Line source

Approach flow

Horizontal planes 

z/H = 0.8

z/H = 1.2

(b)

Figure 5.6: Location of measured grids above the street canyon: top view (a)
and side view (b).

Approach flow

Computational domain Showed results

Figure 5.7: The scheme of the computational domain of LES simulation
(hatched) and results area (coloured).

5.3.2 Quantities definition

The data from the wind tunnel experiment and the LES simulation were trans-
formed to dimensionless quantities using following formulas. Longitudinal U and
vertical W velocity components were converted to dimensionless form as

U

U2H

,
W

U2H

, (5.2)

where U2H is is the reference longitudinal velocity measured at the height of
z = 2H above the middle of the model.

The dimensionless concentration of the tracer gas C∗ was given as

CU2HHL

Q
, (5.3)

where C means the measured volume concentration, L is the line source length
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and Q is the source emission volume flow (VDI, 2000). We computed the dimen-
sionless vertical advective pollution flux as

C∗W

U2H

(5.4)

The dimensionless vertical turbulent pollution flux was defined as

c∗′w′

U2H

, (5.5)

where ⟨⟩ is the time average, c∗′ is the dimensionless concentration fluctuation
and w′ indicated the fluctuation of the vertical velocity e.g. (Kukacka et al., 2013;
Carpentieri et al., 2012)).

In a vertical direction, the positive and negative signs mean the movement
outwards and inwards the street canyon, respectively.

5.3.3 Velocity fields

Approximately symmetrically distributed data of the dimensionless longitudinal
and vertical velocities were measured in both horizontal planes above the street
canyon, see figures 5.8a–5.9b.

At the height z/H = 0.8, we determined a significant acceleration of the
longitudinal flow along the left and right edge of the focused street canyon (figure
5.8a). These areas were situated near the street intersection with the street
oriented as the approach flow. The channeling effect arose there. In case of the
vertical velocity, we detected an area of significant descending and ascending flow
along windward and leeward walls, respectively (figure 5.9a). This structure of
flow was caused by the horizontal vortex formed within the street canyon. At
the level z/H = 1.2, higher longitudinal velocity was measured above the street
canyons oriented in parallel with the approach flow (figure 5.8b). The vertical
velocity was not significantly influenced by buildings at that height unlike the
longitudinal component (figure 5.9b).

The LES corresponded well with the wind tunnel results of velocity, compare
right parts of the figures 5.8a–5.9b. In case of the vertical velocity at the height
z/H = 0.8, a slightly different structure with underestimated magnitudes was
observed in LES results (figure 5.9a).

5.3.4 Concentration fields

Values of dimensionless concentration were also distributed approximately sym-
metrically at both heights, see figures 5.10a and 5.10b. Significant values were
obtained only within the focused street canyon and its close surrounding.

Maximum of concentration was found along the leeward wall of the focused
street canyon at the height z/H = 0.8 (figure 5.10a). A marked decrease of
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pollutant concentration was observed at height z/H = 1.2 compared to the pre-
vious case. Above the street canyon, the contaminant was detected mainly in the
middle part above the roof of the windward building (figure 5.10a).

At the level z/H = 0.8, LES significantly overestimated pollution concentra-
tion in the focused street canyon. In comparison of magnitudes, values computed
by LES exceeded results from the wind tunnel twice. In case of level z/H = 1.2,
LES and wind tunnel gave similar values.

5.3.5 Advective scalar flux fields

Considering the advective pollution transport in vertical direction, strong upward
pollution transport was found along the leeward wall of the focused street canyon
at the lower level z/H = 0.8. Along the windward wall, fresh air flowed into
the canyon (figure 5.11a). It is obvious that the advective pollution transport is
mainly driven by the horizontal vortex formed within the street canyon.

We measured negligible negative flux at plane z/H = 1.2. This was caused
by the low vertical velocities and concentrations in this area (figure 5.11b).

The LES and the wind tunnel experiment provided very similar magnitudes
and distributions of the vertical pollution flux above the focused street canyon. A
slight difference in LES results can be observed along the leeward wall. This was
caused by underestimated vertical velocities and overestimated concentrations.

5.3.6 Turbulent scalar flux fields

At the level z/H = 1.2, vertical turbulent fluxes were detected negligible or
slightly positive (figure 5.12b). The maximum of the turbulent flux was situated,
as in case of concentrations, in the middle part above the roof of the windward
canyon wall.

At z/H = 0.8, an intensive upward turbulent pollution transport was found
along the windward wall of the street canyon. The fresh air propagated into the
canyon along leeward wall (figure figure 5.12a). Compared with the advective
flux, the turbulent pollution transport was opposite to the advective within and
above the canyon, compare plots in figures 5.11a) and 5.12a). This phenomenon
was also described in Bezpalcova et al. (2009). However, the magnitude of the
turbulent flux was significantly lower then the advective.
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(a) U/U2H at height z/H = 0.8.

(b) U/U2H at height z/h = 1.2.

Figure 5.8: Mean dimensionless longitudinal velocity U/U2H at heights z/H =
0.8 and z/h = 1.2.
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(a) W/U2H at height z/H = 0.8

(b) W/U2H at height z/H = 1.2

Figure 5.9: Mean dimensionless vertical velocity W/U2H at heights z/H = 0.8
and z/H = 1.2.
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(a) C∗ at height z/H = 0.8.

(b) C∗ at height z/H = 1.2.

Figure 5.10: Mean dimensionless concentration C∗ at heights z/H = 0.8 and
z/H = 1.2.
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(a) C∗W at height z/H = 0.8

(b) C∗W at height z/H = 1.2

Figure 5.11: Vertical dimensionless pollution flux C∗W at heights z/H = 0.8
and z/H = 1.2.
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(a) c∗
′
w′ at height z/H = 0.8.

(b) c∗
′
w′ at height z/H = 1.2.

Figure 5.12: Vertical dimensionless turbulent flux c∗
′
w′ at heights z/H = 0.8

and z/H = 1.2.
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5.4 Conclusions

This paper summarizes the ventilation intensity of the street canyon at different
heights and compares the wind tunnel experiment with the large eddy simulation.

The model of the idealised urban-area was designed according to the typical
Central-European urban buildings arranged into courtyards. For the wind tunnel
experiment, we assembled the experimental set-up for simultaneous measurement
of the flow velocity and the tracer gas concentration. This set-up was based on
Fast-response Flame Ionisation Detector and Laser Doppler Anemometry. The
new line source of tracer gas simulating vehicle emissions was designed and built
into the model. The large eddy simulation (LES) of the flow and dispersion was
realised in the urban-area model to get complex tree dimensional data from the
area. The LES and the wind tunnel data were compared in selected grids.

In the study, we focused mainly on the finite street canyon with the line
source situated perpendicular to the approach flow. Longitudinal and vertical
velocity components and concentration of the tracer gas were obtained from two
horizontal planes at different heights above the canyon (at the eaves level and
above the roof). Advective and turbulent pollution fluxes were computed from
the results.

Within the street canyon, the velocity and concentration data confirmed a
well-known behaviour of the flow and dispersion, which is mainly caused by a
large horizontal vortex. An intensive advective pollution flux was detected in
the lower measured plane. As we expected, the maximum and minimum of the
advective flux vas oriented along the leeward wall and windward wall, respectively.

The turbulent pollution transport was smaller compared to the advective one.
On the other hand, it still played a significant role in the pollution transport. In
both planes, the turbulent pollution transport was opposite to the advective and
reached approximately the same magnitudes.

The wind tunnel data corresponded well with the LES above the buildings,
however, the results slightly differed within the canyon. We got a different pat-
tern in the vertical velocity field with smaller magnitudes. In the matter of
concentration, the LES overestimated the concentration maxima. Nonetheless,
the mentioned differences reached acceptable rate, and flow and dispersion were
satisfactorily comparable.

In the future, we will investigate the impact of building geometry and orien-
tation on pollution ventilation using both the LES and the wind the wind tunnel
modelling.
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Abstract
The ventilation processes in three different street canyons of variable roof ge-
ometry were investigated in a wind tunnel using ground-level line source. All
three street canyons were part of an urban-type array formed by courtyard-type
buildings with pitched roofs. A constant roof height was used in the first case,
while a variable roof height along the leeward or windward walls was simulated
in the two other cases. All street-canyon models were exposed to a neutrally
stratified flow with two approaching wind directions, perpendicular and oblique.
The complexity of the flow and dispersion within the canyons of variable roof
height was demonstrated for both wind directions. The relative pollutant re-
movals and spatially-averaged concentrations within the canyons revealed that
the model with constant roof height has higher re-emissions than models with
variable roof heights. The nomenclature for the ventilation processes accord-
ing to quadrant analysis of the pollutant flux was introduced. The venting of
polluted air (positive fluctuations of both concentration and velocity) from the
canyon increased when the wind direction changed from perpendicular to oblique,
irrespective of the studied canyon model. Strong correlations (> 0.5) between co-
herent structures and ventilation processes were found at roof level, irrespective
of the canyon model and wind direction. This supports the idea that sweep and
ejection events of momentum bring clean air in and detrain the polluted air from
the street canyon, respectively.

Keywords
Coherent structures, Line source, Pollution flux measurements, Street canyon,
Wind tunnel.
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6.1 Introduction

Street canyons are of research interest because they have the highest concentra-
tions of pollutants in cities. Because of the geometric complexity of buildings and
transitional meteorological conditions, dispersion processes within street canyons
are complex. Extensive wind-tunnel (e.g., Meroney et al. (1996); Rafailidis (1997);
Kastner-Klein et al. (2004); Perret and Savory (2013); Addepalli and Pardyjak
(2015); Carpentieri and Robins (2015)) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
studies (e.g., Leitl and Meroney (1997); Baik and Kim (2002); Xie et al. (2005);
Madalozzo et al. (2014); dong Huang et al. (2015)) have been performed over
the last three decades to clarify these dispersion processes. Compared with field
measurements (e.g., Louka et al. (2000); Nelson et al. (2007); Zajic et al. (2015)),
physical modelling using a wind tunnel is more favourable in terms of the cost
and ability to control input variables (Schatzmann and Leitl, 2011). Despite the
increasing use of CFD simulation for the prediction of flow and pollutant dis-
persion within the urban canopy layer, there is still the need to validate such
simulation with experimental data (Blocken, 2015).

The ideally modelled street canyon is a two-dimensional (2D) rectangular cav-
ity exposed to fully turbulent flow. If the flow is perpendicular to a canyon having
an aspect ratio of near unity (H/B, where H is the building height and B is the
canyon width), a strong shear layer develops across the top of the cavity (Perret
and Savory, 2013; Savory et al., 2013). Owing to the unstable flow condition, the
shear layer intermittently flaps up and down and is affected by fluxes of turbulent
kinetic energy from the external flow as observed by Salizzoni et al. (2011). The
phenomena of these unstable dynamics were also observed by Louka et al. (2000)
in a field experiment performed between two long bars with pitched roofs. Inside
the cavity there develops a vortex that has a rotation axis parallel to the street
and is neither steady nor symmetric (Britter and Hanna, 2003) and is sensitive
to changes in the structure of the external flow (Salizzoni et al., 2011). A strong
channel effect arises for airflow that is parallel with the canyon, where the pol-
lutants are transported predominantly by horizontal advection. A helical vortex
along the canyon dominates for the oblique wind direction (Belcher, 2005).

However, the real street canyon is part of a city street network with inter-
sections, and three-dimensional (3D) street canyons of finite length incorporated
in an urban-like array are thus more appropriate to model (Klein et al., 2007;
Carpentieri and Robins, 2015). The morphology of a real street canyon usually
comprises uneven roof heights along one or both sides of the canyon (i.e., the
so-called non-uniform street canyon, as introduced by Gu et al. (2011)). This
morphology provides additional openings for flow aloft to penetrate the canyon
and to produce structures that are more complex than the along-canyon vortex,
which typically forms for idealized quasi two-dimensional uniform street canyons.
Both wind-tunnel (Klein et al., 2007) and field (Nelson et al., 2007) studies have
demonstrated the importance of building height variability along both street sides
on canyon-flow dynamics and pollutant dispersion. More recently, a CFD study
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(Gu et al., 2011) employing a large-eddy simulation (LES) model was conducted
for simplified variations of non-uniform street canyons and revealed new flow fea-
tures, such as the tilting of flow streamlines and the horizontal divergence and
convergence of airflow inside and just above the canyon. The simulation of pol-
lutant concentrations using a line source at the centre of the canyon revealed
that uneven building heights enhance pollutant dispersion through large-scale
exchange of air mass inside and above such non-uniform canyons.

Perret and Savory (2013) and more recently Carpentieri and Robins (2015)
highlighted two main approaches used in previous wind-tunnel studies to ob-
serve the effects of urban morphology on flow and dispersion in cities. The first
approach (e.g., Dabberdt and Hoydysh (1991); Kastner-Klein and Plate (1999);
Baik et al. (2000); Robins et al. (2002); Perret and Savory (2013); Addepalli
and Pardyjak (2015)) concerns directly the flow characteristics inside the street
canyon and is mainly based on local canyon geometric parameters, such as the
building and canyon aspect ratios (H/B and H/L, respectively, where L is the
canyon length). The second approach (e.g., Grimmond and Oke (1999); Cheng
and Castro (2002); Takimoto et al. (2013); Blackman et al. (2015)) is related to
boundary layer parameters (i.e., aerodynamic roughness length, z0, friction veloc-
ity, u∗) or larger-scale geometrical characteristics of the urban models, such as the
mean building height (hm) or the plan-area index (λp = Ab/At, where Ab is the
area occupied by the buildings and At is the total ground area) or the frontal area
index (λf = Af/At, where Af is the frontal area of the buildings viewed from the
approach direction of flow). While the second approach might be sufficient for the
parametrization of the flow inside the canyon to some extent, local geometrical
features affect local wind profiles within the canyons more strongly (especially in
3D cases) than larger-scale geometrical characteristics (Carpentieri and Robins,
2015). Hence, the present study takes the first approach in examining the effect
of the aforementioned building height non-uniformity on local pollutant disper-
sion within the 3D street canyon under neutral stability. The following review
is of wind-tunnel studies that have taken the first approach, except where stated
otherwise.

Since the 1970s, 3D street-canyon arrangements, including a line source, have
been investigated in many wind-tunnel studies with respect to the mean veloc-
ity and concentration fields and neutrally-stratified conditions. Hoydysh et al.
(1974) pointed out that a high-density configuration of uniformly sized buildings
generally increases pollutant concentrations, whereas a configuration with vary-
ing building heights allows pollutants to escape. Another important conclusion
of that work was that the pair of vertical vortices emerging at street corners
transports less polluted air into the street compared with the case for 2D street
canyons. The leeward concentration in the middle of the canyon thus increases
with increasing canyon length.

Hoydysh and Daeberdt (1988) studied the effects of different set-ups of asym-
metric street canyons (with the upwind building having a different height than
the downwind building, but both having constant height along the canyon length)
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and wind direction (varying from 0 to ±90 deg in 10 deg increments) on the street-
canyon concentration. For step-up street-canyon types (HU < HD, where HU and
HD are the heights of the upwind and downwind buildings, respectively), the con-
centration levels at the leeward wall were at least twice those at the windward
wall. The opposite phenomenon occurred for a step-down (HU > HD) config-
uration; i.e., the concentration at the windward wall was slightly higher than
that at the leeward wall. Generally, the concentrations in a step-up canyon were
half those in a symmetric or step-down canyon. The detailed flow patterns in-
side quasi-2D asymmetric canyons having three different building aspect ratios
were studied by Baik et al. (2000) in a water channel. The magnitudes of the
updraft and downdraft were almost independent of the aspect ratio (H/B). One
vortex was observed within the canyon in the case of a step-up building arrange-
ment while two counter-rotating vortices were observed within the canyon for a
step-down building arrangement.

Theurer (1999) summarized results from several wind-tunnel studies and dis-
covered that the local concentration within the street canyon is a function of the
wind direction, the vehicle-induced turbulence and the local building arrange-
ment, providing neutral atmospheric stability. Here, the building arrangement
refers to the building and canyon aspect ratios (H/B and L/H, respectively),
the distance from the centre of the vehicle lanes to the building walls (assumed
to be B/2 for a symmetric arrangement of the vehicle lanes), roof types and
surroundings. Despite the different input conditions, such as the approach flow,
scale, dimensions and position of the source, each study showed that the con-
centration increases with increasing H/B. The same was found for the canyon
length, confirming the results of the previously mentioned Hoydysh et al. (1974).
The roof shape had a weaker but still important effect on the pollutant concen-
tration in street canyons. For H/B = 1, the concentration at the leeward side
of canyons with pitched roofs was approximately 30% lower than those with flat
roofs (Rafailidis and Shatzmann, 1995). Later, Rafailidis (1997) suggested that
altering the roof shape might have a stronger beneficial effect than increasing the
spacing between buildings on urban air quality.

A systematic wind-tunnel study of parameter (L/H, B/H, upwind building
presence, roof shape and wind direction) variations affecting the mean concen-
tration profiles along leeward and windward two-dimensional street canyon walls
was performed by Kastner-Klein and Plate (1999). Vehicle emissions were sim-
ulated as two ground-level line sources positioned equidistantly from the centre
of the investigated street canyon. In good agreement with the results of previ-
ous studies, the reduction of L/H led to a 3D flow pattern that decreased the
mean concentration; the presence of additional upwind buildings increased the
mean concentration inside the canyon; and the mean concentration decreased
with the wind direction changing from perpendicular to oblique. In a later study,
Kastner-Klein et al. (2004) demonstrated for a detailed reconstructed urban land-
scape model (of central Nantes, France) the important effect of the roof shape
on flow and dispersion within the canyon. The main conclusion was that it is
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necessary to model a real array of buildings to obtain results that are realistic.
To better understand street canyon ventilation processes, pollution flux ex-

changes have studied experimentally (Barlow et al., 2004; Carpentieri et al., 2012;
Kukacka et al., 2013) but foremost numerically (e.g., Baik and Kim (2002); Liu
et al. (2005); Yang and Shao (2008); Cai et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2013)) owing to
difficulties in simultaneously measuring velocity and the pollutant concentration.
CFD studies have mainly focused on quasi 2D canyons, where scalar exchange
rates provide a mass flux equilibrium between the canyon cavity and free surface
layer above the canyon that is simpler than that observed in more complex 3D
cases (Nozu and Tamura, 2012; Michioka et al., 2014; Moon et al., 2014). While
simplified, the numerical simulation of these 2D cases gave important answers to
problems of ventilation and pollutant removal processes with respect to differ-
ent street-canyon aspect ratios and morphologies of roof shapes or canyon-height
asymmetry. The pollutant removal from a 2D canyon at roof level is mainly driven
by the turbulent transport mechanism and the mean flow aids the pollutants to
reenter the street canyon cavity (Baik and Kim, 2002). Liu et al. (2005) showed
that a cavity having a unity aspect ratio (H/B = 1) has a higher pollutant ex-
change rate (defined as the ratio of the turbulent vertical pollution flux to the
rate of pollutant emission from the source) than a cavity having H/B = 0.5 or 2.
His main conclusion was that complex turbulent transport cannot be represented
by a simple gradient diffusion model. More recently, Liu et al. (2013) demon-
strated for 2D canyons having different hypothetical building morphologies that,
whereas the air exchange rate of the canyons had a strong linear relationship
with the square root of the friction factor for all tested building morphologies,
the turbulent pollutant flux correlated loosely. They pointed out that additional
LES and experimental studies are needed to examine the detailed flow physics
and pollutant removal mechanism over 3D urban areas.

To our knowledge, since the work of Carpentieri et al. (2012) addressed street
intersections in the implicit study of street canyons, there has been only one wind-
tunnel study (Kukacka et al., 2014) on both advective and turbulent pollution
transport within a 3D street canyon. That study concluded that a strong recircu-
lation vortex brought about intensive advective pollution flux at the mid-height
of the street canyon (H/B = 1.25, L/H = 4.8, formed by courtyard buildings
with a pitched roof), whereas at roof level, a higher contribution of the turbulent
pollution flux to the total was observed. The turbulent pollution transport was
opposite to advective at the mid-height of the canyon, but at roof level both
transport mechanism had the same (upward) direction. Similar phenomena were
observed by Michioka et al. (2014) using an LES model for 3D street canyons
with almost the same aspect ratios (H/B = 1, L/H = 4) and a ground-level line
source.

Interestingly, there has been a lack of systematic wind-tunnel studies on pollu-
tant transport within 3D street canyons, where the upwind or downwind buildings
(or both upwind and downwind buildings) have a variable roof height along the
canyon spanwise direction. The flow within the street canyon is mainly affected
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by the architecture and arrangement of buildings, and the spatial variability of
the roof height and shape should be of primary concern, as was demonstrated
in the aforementioned studies. For a better understanding of the effects of the
3D non-uniformity of a street canyon on ventilation processes, and to provide
additional experimental data for CFD models, we present an extension of our
previous work (Kukacka et al., 2014) here. The extension principally refers to the
effects of two parameters, the approach wind direction and pitched-roof height
non-uniformity in all directions (thus considering a 3D street canyon), on pol-
lutant transport within a 3D street canyon. This requires not only the mean
flow and concentration fields but also the vertical pollution fluxes (turbulent and
mean) and coherent structure analysis in two horizontal planes, namely at the
mid-height of the canyon and at roof level.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Street canyon models

Typical patterns of street canyons in the centres of Central European cities were
used as the initial designs of three types of 3D street-canyon models having a
scale of 1:400 (Fig. 6.1). All designed canyon models (labelled M1, M2 and M3)
were a part of an urban-like array with a constant street width (B = 50 mm)
formed by 8× 4 courtyard-type buildings of constant length (L = 300 mm) and
width (BB = 150 mm) (Fig. 6.1c).

The first canyon model (M1), considered as the reference model, was part of an
urban-like array (A1) with courtyard-type buildings having the same roof height
H = 62.5 mm (Fig. 6.1d). Model M1 therefore has constant building and canyon
aspect ratios (H/B = 1.25 and L/H = 4.8, respectively). To check the similarity
of flow, we examined two M1 models, where M1R and M1L were positioned on
the right and left of the streamwise avenue, respectively, and in the fourth row (in
the streamwise direction) of the urban array (Fig. 6.1c). This position has been
shown to be representative with respect to flow regime independence in many
wind-tunnel studies (e.g., Bezpalcova (2006)).

For the examination of fully 3D street-canyon ventilation processes, we de-
signed the second urban model (A2) according to the same plan dimensions of
model A1 (corresponding to the same plan area index, λpA1 = λpA2 = 0.43), but
with arbitrarily varying roof heights along each canyon wall in the spanwise direc-
tion. However, the mean height of the urban-like array A2, hA2, corresponded to
the mean height of the urban-like array A1, hA1, and hence hA2 = hA1 = H. The
second (M2) and third (M3) canyon models were situated at the same positions as
models M1R and M1L, respectively (Fig. 6.1c). While street-canyon model M2
represents locally two step-up and two equally high roof configurations, model M3
represents two step-downs, one step-up and one equally high roof configuration
(Fig. 6.1b). The local configurations for both canyon models were distributed
randomly.
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Figure 6.1: Schemas of the models with respect to wind-tunnel coordinates
x, y, z: isometric view of the urban-like array (a) A1, incorporating the street-
canyon models M1R and M1L, and (b) A2, incorporating the street-canyon models
M2 and M3; (c) top view of the horizontal cross-sections of the two urban models
(A1 and A2) at dimensionless height z/H = 0.6 with the measured horizontal
planes (yellow rectangles) and origin of the coordinates; (d) side view of the
measured horizontal planes (z/H) within the street-canyon models M1, M2 and
M3 (where, for canyons M2 and M3, the projections of the mean building heights
along the leeward (hL) and windward (hW ) canyon walls are used).
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Figure 6.2: Photograph of the urban-like array model A2 positioned at the
bottom of the wind tunnel for the perpendicular wind direction. The flow is from
left to right and the line source is positioned in the middle of the model and
investigated street canyons M2 and M3.

Because of the roof height non-uniformity along the each side of the mod-
elled canyons, we introduced the mean building aspect ratio of the canyon; e.g.,
h2L/B = 1.18 and h2W/B = 1.31 are the ratios of the mean building heights
along the leeward and windward walls to the canyon width of the model M2,
respectively. Similarly, for model M3, h3L/B = 1.31 and h3W/B = 1.18 (Fig.
6.1d). Hence, from an integral point of view, canyon model M2 can be classified
as a step-up canyon and model M3 as a step-down canyon.

We simulated two approach wind directions for both urban-array models.
The first direction was perpendicular to the street canyons while the second was
oblique (45◦) to the street canyons (Fig. 6.1c). We did not observe any appre-
ciable wind-tunnel side effects on the flow above the investigated street canyons
for either simulated direction in lateral flow homogeneity tests at three different
heights (z/H = 2, 4 and 6). The standard error of the mean streamwise velocity
component was lower than 1.7% for all investigated points (where the velocity
measurement error was 1%). As one example from four wind-tunnel runs, a pho-
tograph of the urban array model A2 positioned at the bottom of the wind tunnel
for the perpendicular wind direction is presented in Fig. 6.2.

6.2.2 Line source model

To simulate the pollution emitted by dense traffic within the street canyon, we
designed a homogenous ground-level line source of a passive tracer gas (ethane
in our case) according to Meroney et al. (1996). The total length of the line
source was L = 1 m (400 m at full scale) and the line source ran continuously
through the investigated street canyons (Fig. 6.1c). The line source was formed
by a line of 504 equally spaced tubes made of stainless steel. The tubes had an
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inner diameter of 0.3 mm and length of 100 mm. The pressure drop across the
tubes (∆pn = 64.5 Pa) was sufficiently higher than the highest expected pressure
fluctuations (up to 10 Pa) at the bottom of the wind tunnel, thus providing a
stable volume flow rate (Meroney et al., 1996).

The lateral homogeneity of the line source was verified in several measuring
and visualization tests. The standard error of the mean concentration measured
along the entire source length at dimensionless downstream position x/H = 1
from the source (without the model) was lower than 5% (where the concentration
measurement error was 4%). The ethane volume rate of flow from the line source
was established in flow-rate independence tests for Q = 18 ml.s−1, at a wind-
tunnel free stream velocity U0 = 6.2 m.s−1. The computed velocity magnitude of
the trace gas discharge from the line source was 0.28 m.s−1, which was significantly
lower than the friction velocity (u∗ = 0.43 m.s−1) of the canyons.

6.2.3 Experimental set-up

Wind tunnel

We used the open low-speed environmental wind tunnel of the Institute of Ther-
momechanics of the Czech Academy of Sciences in Nový Kńın. The cross-sectional
dimensions of the wind tunnel were 1.5 m × 1.5 m and the lengths of the develop-
ment and test sections were 20.5 and 2 m, respectively. Throughout the measur-
ing campaign, the wind-tunnel free stream velocity was maintained at U0 ≈ 6.2
m.s−1 and measured using a Prandtl tube at a fixed position in the centre of the
wind tunnel, 4 m upwind from the test section. The free stream velocity provides
a Reynolds number for buildings that is sufficiently high (ReB ≈ 24, 400, with
respect to the reference height H) to fulfil the Reynolds number independence
(Recrit = 11, 000) recommended by Snyder (1979).

A fully turbulent boundary layer formed at the bottom of the development
section owing to turbulence generators and roughness elements at the beginning
and along the remaining part of the development section, respectively. The ap-
proach boundary-layer characteristics were obtained employing two-dimensional
laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), using a DANTEC BSA F-60 burst proces-
sor, at four positions between the roughness elements upwind from the model.
The positions are described in detail in Fig. 6.3. Vertical profiles of the mean
dimensionless longitudinal velocity component (U/U0), longitudinal and vertical
turbulent intensity (Iu and Iw, respectively) and dimensionless momentum flux
(u′w′/U2

0 ) for all measurement positions are depicted in Fig. 6.4a, b, c, and d,
respectively. The best fit for all simulated boundary-layer parameters, as required
by VDI (2000) guidelines for very rough terrain, is attained using vertical profiles
from position 4 (circles in Fig. 6.4). Other profiles show higher discrepancy at
full-scale heights zFS < 50 m because they are close to the roughness elements
(Fig. 6.3). Representative parameters of the mean longitudinal velocity vertical
profile (Fig. 6.4a) are presented at full scale in table 6.1 in comparison with those
recommended by VDI (2000) for very rough terrain. The mean roughness length
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Table 6.1: Boundary-layer parameters (where h is the mean height of buildings)

z0 (m) d0/h α

Exp 1.87 0.12 0.27

VDI 0.5 – 2.0 0.75 0.24 – 0.40

z0 and displacement d0 were fitted by a logarithmic law and the power exponent α
by a power law. All parameters, except d0, are within the limits recommended by
VDI (2000) guidelines for the atmospheric boundary layer above very rough ter-
rain. The displacement d0 corresponds more to moderately rough terrain, which
is more typical for suburban areas and might be acceptable for the presented
urban-like array models. The same can be stated for the longitudinal turbulent
intensity, Iu, at full-scale height zFS > 100 m (Fig. 6.4b). However, below this
level, where the street canyons are presented, Iu is within the limits for very rough
terrain. The vertical turbulent intensity profiles of position 4, Iw (circles in Fig.
6.4c), are within the bounds recommended by VDI for the entire boundary-layer
depth (δFS = 300 m). The profiles of the dimensionless momentum flux u′w′/U2

0

have almost constant values with respect to height for 50 < zFS < 100 m (Fig.
6.4d).

The integral length scales of the streamwise velocity component, Lux, calcu-
lated from time series measured at different heights across the boundary-layer
depth, are compared with those from field measurements (Counihan, 1975) over
very rough terrain in Fig. 6.5. The theoretical values of Lux for appropriate
roughness length z0 are also plotted. It is seen that the measured approach
boundary layer at position 4 (open circles) has integral length scales within the
theoretical values for very rough terrain (between solid and dashed lines), and in
good accordance with field measurements (filled circles) for heights zFS < 50 m.

Figure 6.3: Top view of the positions where the measurements of the approach
boundary layer vertical profiles were measured. The positions are related to the
origin of the measurement coordinate system (x, y, z) and are normalized by the
constant building height H of reference canyon model M1.
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Figure 6.4: Approach boundary-layer vertical profiles at full scale (1:400 wind-
tunnel scale) of (a) the dimensionless longitudinal velocity component, (b) the
longitudinal turbulent intensity, (c) the vertical turbulent intensity and (d) the
dimensionless momentum flux at four positions among the roughness elements.
Solid line power fit of the velocity profile for position 4; dashed lines upper and
lower bounds of the turbulent intensity for very rough terrain recommended by
VDI (2000).

Figure 6.5: Comparison of integral length scales, Lux, between the present study
(open circles) and field data for very rough terrain (filled circles) according to
Counihan (1975) at different heights. The lines represent theoretical values of
Lux for appropriate roughness length z0.
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Measurement techniques

Ventilation processes within the street canyons were investigated by making si-
multaneous point measurements of the two velocity components (longitudinal
and vertical) and concentration employing an LDA probe and an HFR400 fast-
response flame ionization detector (FFID) manufactured by Cambustion Ltd.,
respectively. This simultaneous use of an LDA probe and FFID probe and was
introduced by Carpentieri et al. (2012) and Kukacka et al. (2012). However,
the experimental principle of the simultaneous point measurement of the veloc-
ity component and concentration was applied earlier by, e.g., Fackrell and Robins
(1982), using thermo-anemometry instead of the optical method for velocity mea-
surements.

The LDA and FFID probes were assembled together on a 3D traverser system
that allowed the measuring volume of the LDA to be close to the intake of the
FFID sampling tube, the latter being placed 1 mm above, 1 mm behind and 1
mm beside the centre of the LDA measuring volume. We performed several test
measurements with different positions of both probes and confirmed a negligible
effect of the FFID sampling tube on the LDA measurement. The LDA sampling
frequency, depending on the investigated flow region, was maintained between 1
and 2 kHz during the whole measuring campaign. The FFID sampling frequency
was set to 0.5 kHz, corresponding to its tested response time of 2 ms. Because
the FFID sample tube had a diameter of 1.2 mm and length of 200 mm, the
mean delay in the physical sampling time relative to LDA was approximately
12 ms. This time delay varied with air density and dynamic pressure at the
measuring point. We thus used the maximum coefficient of correlation between
the time series of the velocity component and concentration to obtain a more
precise individual FFID time delay (ranging from 10 to 13 ms). The effect of LDA
seeding particles (approximately 1 µm in diameter) on the FFID concentration
measurements was corrected in the application of the FFID calibration method.
For this, we measured separately the background concentration of LDA seeding
particles and subtracted it from the measured concentration of the calibration
gas (all without the running of the line source).

6.3 Results

Because the dominant pollutant exchange between the street canyon and external
flow takes place in the vertical direction, in the case of perpendicular flow, we
performed the simultaneous point measurements of each canyon model (M1R,
M1L, M2 and M3) in two horizontal planes. The first plane was chosen at a
dimensionless height z/H = 0.6 according to the lowest canyon wall (where the
pitched roofs were not considered). This measurement area thus encloses each
canyon from the top. The second plane at z/H = 1 was chosen as the reference
height, where stronger effects of the variability of building height of models M2
and M3 on ventilation processes can be observed (Fig.6.1b). Each plane had the
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same measuring grid of 5× 13 points in the x × y directions (i.e., streamwise ×
spanwise). At z/H = 0.1, we measured only the concentration in the windward
and leeward wall regions, each consisting of 2×13 points, owing to LDA measuring
constraints. Each canyon therefore had (5×13×2)+(2×13×2) = 182 measuring
points. Consequently, the whole experiment consisted of 182 × 4 × 2 = 1456
points (number of points for each canyon × number of canyons × number of wind
directions) in total. According to the results of velocity and concentration central
moment independence tests, the sampling time for each measuring point was set
to 120 s. The overall measurement error of pollution fluxes (considering the errors
of velocity (1%) and concentration measurements (4%) and the positioning error
of the 3D traverser system (1%)) was estimated using ensemble statistics as 4.5%.

6.3.1 Mean flow and concentration

Although the local differences between the flows and concentrations are hidden
by means of their line averaging (Fig. 6.6), they are presented at first to compare
the models from an integral point of view. The line averaging of the given variable
V (denoted by angular brackets) was performed along the spanwise direction of
the street canyon y (index j) for each streamwise position x (index i) and height
of the measured plane z (index k) as

⟨V ⟩i,k =

N∑
j=1

Vj

N
, (6.1)

where N = 13 is the number of points measured in the spanwise direction.
To present the variance of the variable along the spanwise direction of the

canyon, vertical bars indicating the standard error of line averaging, σV i, are also
plotted; these were computed as

σV i,k =

√ N∑
j=1

(Vj − ⟨V ⟩i,k)2

N(N − 1)
. (6.2)

The dimensionless concentration was obtained according to VDI (2000) guide-
lines as

C∗ =
CLsUrefH

Q
, (6.3)

where C is the measured mean concentration, Ls is the length of the line source
unit, Uref is the reference velocity magnitude measured above the model centre
at z/H = 6 and Q is the volume rate of ethane flow from the line source.

From a qualitative perspective, we observed very high similarity between the
contour plots of the mean dimensionless streamwise and vertical velocity compo-
nents, and dimensionless concentration fields of the right (M1R) and left (M1L)
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Figure 6.6: Streamwise distribution of the mean dimensionless (a) longitudinal
and (b) vertical velocity components and (c) concentration, line-averaged along
the spanwise direction of the canyon. Right triangles model M1R; left triangles
model M1L; diamonds model M2; circles model M3; filled symbols perpendicular
wind direction; open symbols oblique wind direction; left column z/H = 0.6;
right column z/H = 1. The vertical bars indicate standard error of the averaged
variable and the line source is positioned at x/B = 0.
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Table 6.2: Similarity between models M1R and M1L expressed as the mean
percentage of difference between the mean dimensionless variables for the per-
pendicular wind direction and two investigated heights (where zero refers to ideal
similarity).

Height ∆U/Uref ∆W/Uref ∆C∗

z/H = 0.6 11.5 30.3 2.0

z/H = 1 0.8 25.8 0.3

canyons (not shown here). However, to quantify the similarity, we calculated the
mean percentage of the difference between the variables of M1R and M1L as

∆V = 100
1

N

N∑
i=1

|VR,i − VL,i|
|VR,i+VL,i|

2

, (6.4)

where VR,i and VL,i are the particular mean values of the dimensionless variable
corresponding to position i of M1R and M1L measurement grids, respectively, and
N is the number of positions across the measured horizontal plane for the given
case. ∆V = 0 implies that the models are in ideal agreement for a given variable
and case.

The mean percentages of the differences for each variable and perpendicular
wind direction are listed in Table 6.2. For both heights, the agreement is very good
except in the case of the vertical velocity (∆W/Uref ). The overall higher values of
∆W/Uref , are due to small average values (on the order of 0.001) in comparison
with the absolute differences in Eq. 6.4. The streamwise distributions of the
line-averaged dimensionless longitudinal velocity component ⟨U/Uref⟩, vertical
velocity ⟨W/Uref⟩ and concentration ⟨C∗⟩ across each canyon model are compared
in Fig. 6.6a, b and c, respectively.

Model M3 (circles), representing on average the step-down canyon, has similar
line-averaged values (velocities and concentration) as the symmetrical model M1
(triangles) in the case of the perpendicular wind direction at height z/H = 0.6.
The results for canyon M2 (diamonds), representing on average the step-down
canyon, differ from those of M1 and M3 appreciably. The line-averaged concen-
trations of M2 are lower than those of M3 and M1 by a factor of approximately
1.5 across the entire canyon width at height z/H = 0.6 (Fig. 6.6c). This is in
agreement with the results of previous wind-tunnel and CFD studies (Hoydysh
and Daeberdt, 1988; Xiaomin et al., 2006). However, the presented concentra-
tion levels do not support the finding of Hoydysh and Daeberdt (1988) that the
concentration on the windward (x/B = 0.4) side of the step-down canyon is
higher than that on the leeward side (x/B = −0.4). The main explanation is
that there are different local roof-height arrangements along each canyon wall,
as will be later demonstrated for concentration and pollution flux fields. The
main effect of the roof-height arrangement of model M2 is that it produces the
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Figure 6.7: Mean dimensionless concentration fields C∗ (coloured contours) for
a) perpendicular, and b) oblique wind directions, all canyon models (rows) and
dimensionless heights (columns). The roof height along the appropriate canyon
wall is represented by dimensionless height z/H (grey contours).
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Figure 6.8: Mean dimensionless concentration vertical profiles line-averaged
along the spanwise direction of the canyon at x/B = −0.4 (left column) and
x/B = 0.4 (right column) walls. The symbols have the same meaning as those in
Fig. 6.6. The horizontal bars indicate the standard error of the spatially averaged
concentration.

highest line-averaged velocities (both streamwise and vertical) and the lowest
concentration levels across the whole canyon width for each investigated height.
The line-averaged vertical concentration profiles along the leeward and windward
walls (Fig. 6.8) have appreciably lower values for model M2 also at the pedestrian
level (z/H = 0.1).

For the oblique wind direction (open symbols in Fig. 6.6), there are negligible
variations of line-averaged velocities (⟨U/Uref⟩, ⟨W/Uref⟩) among all compared
street canyon models (M1R, M1L, M2 and M3). This might be attributed to the
channelling effects producing more uniform flow within all canyons. A weaker but
still strong recirculation vortex can be seen at z/H = 0.6 (open symbols in Fig.
6.6b). The centre of the vortex with respect to the streamwise coordinates coin-
cidences with the canyon centre (x/B = 0) as demonstrated for all investigated
heights and flow directions. The strongest line-averaged upward and downward
air motions along the leeward (x/B = −0.4) and windward (x/B = 0.4) walls,
respectively, arise in the case of model M2 at z/H = 0.6 for the oblique wind
direction (open diamonds in Fig. 6.6b). This suggests that the averaged step-up
canyon configuration produces a stronger vortex inside the street canyon. At
z/H = 1, the upward and downward motion is weaker for canyon models with
varying roof height (M2 and M3) compared with the case when z/H = 0.6. In
the case of the model with constant roof height (M1R and M1L), where z/H = 1
for the roof level along the entire canyon, this air motion practically diminishes.

A strong effect of the wind direction on the mean concentration, ⟨C∗⟩, is ob-
served for all canyon models in Fig. 6.6c and can be more clearly seen in mean
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dimensionless concentration fields presented in Fig. 6.7. If the flow direction
changes from perpendicular to oblique, the concentration field levels decrease ap-
preciably for each canyon model. While the concentration contours for model
M1R have a symmetrical spatial distribution at both heights in the case of the
perpendicular wind direction (Fig. 6.7a, first row), models M2 and M3 produce
asymmetrical concentration fields (second and third rows in Fig. 6.7a). These
are strongly affected by local roof-height arrangements along both canyon walls
of models M2 and M3. The line-averaged concentrations for the oblique wind
direction show that the averaged step-down model (M3) has the lowest values
among all canyon models across the whole canyon width at z/H = 0.6 (open
circles in Fig. 6.6c, left column). This is in contrast with the case of the perpen-
dicular wind direction for which the highest concentration levels within model
M3 are presented by means of line-averaged values (filled circles in Fig. 6.6c)
and concentration fields (Fig. 6.7a, third row). Owing to the locally lowest roof
(z/H = 0.8) along the leeward and windward walls being positioned at the right
margin of the model M3, cleaner air penetrates the canyon in the case of the
oblique wind direction (Fig. 6.7b, third row). Hence, for a proper investigation
of the spatial concentration distribution within a fully 3D canyon, the spanwise
distribution of the roof height along both canyon walls needs to be taken into
account. This stresses the importance of the street-canyon three-dimensionality
(geometrical variability in all directions) in realistic dispersion studies.

6.3.2 Analysis of ventilation processes

Pollution fluxes

Analysis of the vertical pollution fluxes provides insight into the ventilation pro-
cesses occurring within the street canyons. We computed the mean turbulent
pollution flux from synchronized time series of the vertical velocity and concen-
tration using the eddy-correlation method defined by Stull (1988) as

c∗′w′ =
1

N

n∑
i=1

c∗′iw
′
i, (6.5)

where c∗′ and w′
i are the fluctuations of the dimensionless concentration and

vertical velocity at a particular time, respectively, and N is the length of the
discrete time series. The mean total pollution flux was calculated as the sum of
its turbulent and advective parts,

c∗w = c∗′w′ + C∗W, (6.6)

where C∗ and W are the temporally averaged dimensionless concentration and
vertical velocity, respectively. The relative contribution of the turbulent pollution
flux to the total vertical pollution flux was computed as

c∗′w′
rel =

|c∗′w′|
|c∗′w′|+ |C∗W |

. (6.7)
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Figure 6.9: Streamwise distributions of the pollution fluxes line-averaged along
the spanwise direction of the canyon: (a) total, (b) advective and (c) turbulent;
(d) relative contribution of the turbulent pollution flux to total pollution flux.
The symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 6.6.
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If c∗′w′
rel = 1, all pollution transport is produced by the turbulent contribution.

We applied line averaging (Eq. 6.1) and computed the standard error estimation
(Eq. 6.2) for pollution fluxes and we present them in dimensionless form (by
dividing them by reference velocity Uref ).

The line-averaged values of the dimensionless total pollution flux, ⟨c∗w/Uref⟩,
show very strong upward and not so strong downward (re-emission) total pol-
lutant transport at the leeward and windward walls, respectively, for the per-
pendicular wind direction at z/H = 0.6 of all canyon models (Fig. 6.9a, left
column). At z/H = 1, ⟨c∗w/Uref⟩ points upward across the whole canyon width
of each canyon model (Fig. 6.9a, right column). No appreciable effect of the
wind direction on total pollutant transport is observed in the case of the model
with constant roof height (M1R and M1L), while there is an appreciable decrease
in total pollutant transport for models with varying roof height if the wind di-
rection changes from perpendicular to oblique. The strongest upward pollutant
transport was observed for model M3 at both heights in the case of the perpen-
dicular wind direction (filled circles in Fig. 6.9a, first column). In the case of the
oblique wind direction, the strongest upward pollutant transport and re-emission
were achieved with the model having constant roof height at z/H = 0.6 (open
triangles in Fig. 6.9a, first column).

As for the mean velocity and concentration fields, the local variability of the
total pollution flux is lost in the line-average horizontal profiles. While model
M2 shows similar symmetry of the c∗w/Uref field as model M1R at z/H = 0.6
(Fig. 6.10a, left column), the effect of different building heights on the field can
be clearly seen for z/H = 1 (Fig. 6.10a, right column). Owing to the presence of
only one highest building on the canyon leeward side, higher pollution fluxes are
produced by model M2 than by M1R. Especially, in the case of model M3, the
strongest upward total pollution fluxes at both investigated heights (Fig. 6.10a,
third row) are enhanced by the presence of the two highest buildings along the
leeward side. The spatial variability of the total pollution flux for all models is
more complex in the case of the oblique wind direction (Fig. 6.10a) and remains
hidden when looking only at the line-averaged horizontal profiles.

The effects of the type of street canyon on the line-averaged advective pollution
flux, ⟨C∗W/Uref⟩, and turbulent pollution flux, ⟨c∗′w′/Uref⟩, are shown in Fig.
6.9b and Fig. 6.9c, respectively. Within (z/H = 0.6) canyons of constant roof
height (M1R and M1L), the turbulent pollution transport opposes the advective
pollution transport as reported in our previous study (Kukacka et al., 2014).
The same cannot be stated for the models with varying roof height (M2 and
M3), where the line-averaged turbulent pollution fluxes are positive across the
whole canyon width, irrespective of height (Fig. 6.9b, left and right columns).
This is again the consequence of line averaging, while the contour plots show the
interchanging of negative and positive turbulent fluxes along the leeward walls
of both canyon models M2 and M3 at both investigated heights (Fig. 6.11a).
This confirms that the roof-height variability along the canyon walls needs to
be considered in studying local pollutant transport patterns within realistic 3D
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Figure 6.10: Mean dimensionless total pollution flux fields ⟨c∗w⟩/Uref (coloured
contours) for, a) perpendicular, and b) oblique wind directions, all canyon models
(rows) and dimensionless heights (columns). The roof height along the appropri-
ate canyon wall is represented by dimensionless height z/H (grey contour).
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Figure 6.11: Mean dimensionless turbulent flux fields c∗′w′/Uref (coloured con-
tours) for, a) perpendicular, and b) oblique wind directions, all canyon models
(rows) and dimensionless heights (columns). The roof height along the appropri-
ate canyon wall is represented by dimensionless height z/H (grey contour).
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Table 6.3: Relative pollutant removal, Erel, and spatially-averaged dimension-
less concentration, ⟨C∗⟩, for each canyon model at height z/H = 0.6 and for the
perpendicular wind direction

M1R M2 M3

Erel 0.63 0.84 1.31

⟨C∗⟩ 37.5 24.4 40.3

canyons.
The contribution of the turbulent pollution flux to the total pollution flux,

⟨c∗′w′
rel⟩, is dominant at z/H = 1 for all canyon models and is strongly affected

by the model type and is independent of the wind direction even if the line
averaging is taken into account (Fig. 6.9d, right column). The spatial averaging
of the turbulent flux contribution fields (not shown here) at z/H = 1 for each
type of model, M1R, M2 and M3, results in contributions of 72%, 69% and 57%,
respectively, in the case of the perpendicular wind direction. Michioka et al.
(2014), using an LES model, computed almost the same value of ⟨c∗′w′

rel⟩ = 75%
at the roof level of a 3D canyon with flat roofs and L/B = 4 as in our case of
model M1R (72%).

Relative pollutant removal

To better understand the mechanisms of pollutant removal acting within the
street canyons, we calculated the relative pollutant removal from the mean total
pollution flux fields as

Erel =
1

Q

∫ 0.4B

−0.4B

∫ 0.98L

0.02L

cwdydx, (6.8)

where cw is the total vertical pollution flux and Q is the rate of emission from the
source presented in the canyon of the same length (L). Owing to the complexity
of the three-dimensionality of the flow within the canyons, together with the finite
length of the line source, we performed the integration only in the case of the
perpendicular wind direction at height z/H = 0.6. This height ensures that all
canyon models are enclosed by the measurement plane from the top. Of course,
that area did not cover the entire horizontal area owing to spatiality constraints
of the measurement (integral limits in Eq. 6.8). Therefore, the integrated (mea-
surement) plane corresponded to 77% of the total area enclosed by the canyon
geometry in the case of the height z/H = 0.6; Erel = 1 implies that all emissions
from the source are removed through the measurement plane to the flow aloft.

Integrating the mean dimensionless concentration pollution field, C∗ (Fig.
6.7), across the measurement plane and dividing it by its area, A, we obtain the
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spatially-averaged dimensionless concentration at a given height:

⟨C∗⟩ = 1

A

∫ 0.4B

−0.4B

∫ 0.98L

0.02L

C∗dydx. (6.9)

As in the case of Erel, we integrate C
∗ only for the case of the perpendicular wind

direction at height z/H = 0.6. Results for Erel and ⟨C∗⟩ are presented in Table
6.3.

This shows that the pollutant removal (Erel = 0.63) from the middle canyon
height to the flow aloft in the case of the constant roof-height model (M1R) is
similar to that in the case of the canyon with flat roofs (Erel = 0.65) calculated
by Michioka et al. (2014). Approximately 37% (35% in the case of Michioka et al.
(2014)) of the pollutant is emitted laterally to the intersections, and pitched roofs
of constant height do not appreciably affect pollutant removal from the canyon.

Canyons with variable roof heights (M2 and M3) have higher relative pol-
lutant removals to the top and hence less removal laterally. Striking pollutant
removal mechanisms occur in the case of model M3 (Erel = 1.31), where not only
all emission from the source is removed but another 31% of this emission is venti-
lated from the canyon surroundings. The dimensionless total pollution flux fields
presented in Fig. 6.10a clearly show that this extra pollutant entrainment occurs
at the left edge of canyon M3, where the biggest step-down local configuration is
presented. This yields the highest spatially-averaged dimensionless concentration
of model M3 (⟨C∗⟩ = 40.3) and cannot be attributed to the higher re-emission
rates, in contrast to the case of the 2D street-canyon models as was demonstrated
by, e.g., Liu et al. (2005). From the point of view of Erel and ⟨C∗⟩, model M3
might be determined as the most unfavourable street-canyon arrangement accord-
ing to the simulated line-source model. Meanwhile, if only the line source within
the canyon is simulated, model M3 has better ventilation processes than model
M1R owing to the extra unpolluted air lateral entrainment from the intersections,
hence reducing ⟨C∗⟩ from 40.3 to 28.2. This suggests that additional pollutant
fluxes through the lateral areas of the canyon need to be experimentally inves-
tigated in future work to gain better insight into the mechanisms of pollutant
removal from the 3D canyon. The best ventilation performance is, without any
considerations, achieved by M2 with respect to the highest Erel and the lowest
⟨C∗

avg⟩ among all investigated canyon models.

Relationship between the dominant momentum and scalar fluxes

For the atmospheric surface layer, it is widely accepted that coherent structures,
referred to as the sweep and ejection of momentum, are responsible for the mass
transport (Katul et al., 2006; Li and Bou-Zeid, 2011). We thus also focused on
street canyon ventilation with respect to the relationships between the dominant
events of the momentum and pollution fluxes. We used a simple conditional
technique known as quadrant analysis, developed by Willmarth (1975), which is
applied to scatter plots of two turbulent quantities. Here, we used instantaneous
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Figure 6.12: Schema of the quadrant nomenclature for, (a) momentum, and
(b) scalar transport.

longitudinal (u′) and vertical (w′) velocity fluctuations for the momentum flux,
and the dimensionless concentration (c∗′) and vertical (w′) fluctuations for the
scalar flux.

We follow Katul et al. (2006) and use the same quadrant nomenclature for the
momentum transport (Fig. 6.12a). The meaning of physical processes of defined
events are as follows: faster particles of air are transported downwards during
sweep events. Meanwhile, ejection refers to the transport of slower particles
upwards. Prevailing sweep and ejection events in a turbulent flow within the
boundary layer are caused by the transport of momentum towards a surface.
Outward and inward interactions transport faster moving particles upwards and
slower particles downwards, respectively.

For scalar transport, we design the quadrant nomenclature according to the
processes going on (Fig. 6.12b). The first and third quadrants, where the venting
of polluted air (c′ > 0 and w′ > 0) and the entrainment of clean air (c′ < 0 and
w′ < 0) take place, respectively, are considered as street-canyon ventilation pro-
cesses. The remaining second and fourth quadrants represent the re-entrainment
of polluted air (c′ > 0 and w′ < 0) and venting of clean air (c′ < 0 and w′ > 0),
respectively, and are thus considered pollution processes.

We found that sweeps and ejections and ventilation processes are dominant in
all simulated cases. Hence, we present only their fractional contributions, which
we computed as

Si =
|⟨u′w′⟩i|
|u′w′|

, Sic =
|⟨c′w′⟩i|
|c′w′|

, (6.10a)

⟨u′w′⟩i =
1

T

∫ T

0

u′(t)w′(t)Ii, dt, (6.10b)

⟨c′w′⟩i =
1

T

∫ T

0

w′(t)c′(t)Iidt, (6.10c)
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Figure 6.13: Fractional contributions of the, (a) sweep ⟨S2⟩, and (b) ejection
⟨S4⟩, and the (c) entrainment of clean air ⟨S3c⟩, and (d) venting of the polluted
air ⟨S1c⟩, line-averaged along the spanwise direction at height z/H = 1.0. The
symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 6.6.

where ⟨ ⟩ is the conditional average, u′w′ and c′w′ are the momentum and scalar
fluxes, respectively, and I is the indicator function. Ii = 1 if u′w′ (or c′w′) is
within quadrant i = 2, 4 (or 1,3) and Ii = 0, otherwise.

The streamwise distributions of the line-averaged fractional contributions of
sweeps ⟨S2⟩ and ejections ⟨S4⟩, and the entrainment of clean air ⟨S1c⟩ and venting
of polluted air ⟨S3c⟩ at z/H = 1 are presented in Fig. 6.13a,b and Fig. 6.13c,d,
respectively. The sweeps (Fig. 6.13a) contribute more than the ejections (Fig.
6.13b) across the whole canyon, irrespective of the street-canyon model. This
shows that the prevailing mechanism of the momentum transport is a motion of
faster moving air downwards into the canyon. Interestingly, there is no appre-
ciable effect of the wind direction on sweep and ejection streamwise distributions
for any canyon model.

If we look at the ventilation processes in the case of the perpendicular wind
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Figure 6.14: Streamwise distributions of the coefficients of correlation between
the (a) sweep and clean air entrainment |r2,3c|, and between the (b) ejection
and polluted air venting |r4,1c|, line-averaged along the spanwise direction of the
canyon. The symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 6.6.

direction, models M1 and M2 have higher contributions to polluted air ventilation
(filled triangles and diamonds in Fig. 6.13d, respectively) than to the entrainment
of the clean air (Fig. 6.13c). The ventilation processes are approximately equal for
model M3 (filled circles in Fig. 6.13c and d). The highest polluted air ventilation
and the lowest clean-air entrainment among all investigated canyons are observed
for model M2, across the entire canyon width. If the wind direction becomes
oblique, an appreciable increase in polluted air ventilation is observed for each
canyon model (open symbols in Fig. 6.13d). The same cannot be stated for
clean-air entrainment, where only one appreciable increase (model M2) occurs
(open diamonds in Fig. 6.13d).

To quantify the relationship between the coherent structures and ventilation
processes, we calculated the coefficients of correlation between the sweep and
clean-air entrainment (r2,3c) and between the ejection and polluted air ventilation
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(r4,1c) as

r2,3c =
(u′w′)2(w′c′)3

σuw2σwc3

, r4,1c =
(u′w′)4(w′c′)1

σuw4σwc1

, (6.11)

where (u′w′)i and (w′c′)j are the time series of the momentum (i = 2, 4) and scalar
events (j = 3, 1), respectively, and σuwi and σwcj are their standard deviations.
Similar coefficients of correlation between the momentum flux and two scalar
fluxes (sensible and latent heat) were used by Li and Bou-Zeid (2011).

Because events are always negative and the scalar fluxes are always positive,
the correlation coefficient is always negative. We thus present the absolute values
of the correlation coefficients to stress that the investigated dominant momentum
(sweeps and ejections) and scalar (inward and outward interactions) fluxes vary
in the same direction.

The line-averaged streamwise distributions of |r2,3c| and |r4,1c| at both inves-
tigated heights are presented in Fig. 6.14a and Fig. 6.14b, respectively. First,
there is little effect of the wind direction on either correlation coefficient in all
investigated cases. Very high correlations (ranging from 0.7 to 0.75) between
sweeps and clean-air entrainment (|r2,3c|) are seen across all canyon model widths
at z/H = 1.0 for both wind directions (Fig. 6.14a, right column). This finding
supports the idea that the sweep events ”sweep” the clean air into the canyon at
roof level. At z/H = 0.6, lower but still appreciable correlations between sweeps
and clean-air entrainment are observed for canyons with varying roof height.

The correlations between the ejection and polluted air ventilation (|r4,1c|) are
weak at both heights. However, they are still appreciable at z/H = 1.0 (Fig.
6.14b, right column). This supports the results of CFD studies (e.g., Michioka
et al. (2014); Liu et al. (2013)), where the low momentum fluid (u′ < 0) was
related to pollutant removal at roof level (z/H = 1).

6.4 Conclusions

According to topical knowledge of street-canyon ventilation obtained in previous
wind-tunnel and CFD studies, we designed a wind-tunnel experiment that ad-
dressed ground-level line-source ventilation processes within 3D street canyons.
The three-dimensionality refers to roof-height non-uniformity along both leeward
and windward canyon walls. We simulated two approach flow directions over
three different types of street-canyon models arranged in an urban-like array and
formed by courtyard-type buildings.

Detailed analysis of the mean velocity, concentration and pollution flux fields
shows that roof-height variability along both canyon walls cannot be treated as
that of an averaged step-up, step-down or uniform street canyon if one needs to
study the ventilation processes within the canyon locally or for non-perpendicular
approach wind directions. However, the studied non-uniform street canyons, rep-
resented as averaged step-up and step-down canyons, produce lower and higher
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concentration levels than the uniform canyon, respectively, in the case of a per-
pendicular wind direction.

We demonstrated the complexity of the flow three-dimensionality within non-
uniform canyons by analyzing the pollutant removal for the perpendicular wind
direction. Generally, more pollutant is removed to the flow aloft from the non-
uniform canyons than from the uniform canyon. In the case of the averaged
step-down canyon, not only were all the emissions from the line source positioned
within the canyon removed but also another 31% of this emission amount was
ventilated from the canyon surroundings. Hence, the resulting highest spatially-
averaged concentration cannot be attributed to the higher pollutant re-emission
as was demonstrated in many CFD studies on 2D canyons.

If only the line source within the canyon is taken into account, the averaged
step-down canyon will have better ventilation than the uniform canyon owing
to the extra lateral entrainment of unpolluted air from the intersections. The
best ventilation performance with respect to the highest pollutant removal and
the lowest spatially-averaged concentrations, and hence the lowest reemission,
was achieved by the averaged step-up canyon. To gain better insight into the
mechanisms of pollutant removal from 3D canyons, additional experimental and
numerical studies are needed.

We introduced nomenclature for the ventilation processes according to quad-
rant analysis of the pollutant flux. We observed that the venting of polluted
air from a canyon increases if the wind direction changes from perpendicular to
oblique, irrespective of the studied canyon model. Furthermore, we found strong
correlations between the turbulent coherent structures and ventilation processes
at roof level, irrespective of the canyon model and wind direction. The sweeps
and ejections were highly correlated (> 0.5) with clean air entrainment and pol-
luted air venting, respectively.
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Abstract
This paper presents an extension of our previous wind-tunnel study (Nosek et al.,
2016) in which we highlighted the need for investigation of the removal mecha-
nisms of traffic pollution from all openings of a 3D street canyon. The extension
represents the pollution flux (turbulent and advective) measurements at the lat-
eral openings of three different 3D street canyons for the winds perpendicular
and oblique to the along-canyon axis. The pollution was simulated by emitting
a passive gas (ethane) from a homogeneous ground-level line source positioned
along the centreline of the investigated street canyons. The street canyons were
formed by courtyard-type buildings of two different regular urban-array models.
The first model has a uniform building roof height, while the second model has
a non-uniform roof height along each building’s wall. The mean flow and con-
centration fields at the canyons’ lateral openings confirm the findings of other
studies that the buildings’ roof-height variability at the intersections plays an
important role in the dispersion of the traffic pollutants within the canyons. For
the perpendicular wind, the non-uniform roof-height canyon appreciably removes
or entrains the pollutant through its lateral openings, contrary to the uniform
canyon, where the pollutant was removed primarily through the top. The analy-
sis of the turbulent mass transport revealed that the coherent flow structures of
the lateral momentum transport correlate with the ventilation processes at the
lateral openings of all studied canyons. These flow structures coincide at the same
areas and hence simultaneously transport the pollutant in opposite directions.
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Keywords
Urban array, 3D street canyon, pollution flux measurement, wind tunnel, coher-
ent structures.

7.1 Introduction

The street network formed by buildings is an inherent part of a city. While the
buildings have favourable effects on the well-being of city dwellers, e.g., offering
shade from the sun during warm seasons, they have also unfavourable effects, e.g.,
preventing the ventilation of pollutants from traffic (Oke, 1988). The air quality
then deteriorates not only in pedestrian zones but also inside the buildings that
line the streets and intersections (Jin et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016). Another
health-related issue is the accidental or deliberate release of harmful substances
within a local spot of a street network, and this is becoming more serious as most
of the world’s population lives in cities (Barlow, 2014).

Owing primarily to these health-related issues, extensive research on iden-
tifying and understanding the physical processes that drive and influence the
near-field pollutant dispersion in urban environments has experienced substan-
tial progress over the last three decades. While earlier studies relied on wind-
tunnel (Hoydysh et al., 1974; Klein et al., 2007; Brixey et al., 2009; Carpentieri
et al., 2012) or field (Allwine et al., 2002; Longley et al., 2004; Pol and Brown,
2008; Balogun et al., 2010) experiments, recent studies are focused more on nu-
merical approaches, mostly using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (Hamlyn
and Britter, 2005; Gu et al., 2011; Michioka et al., 2014; Buccolieri et al., 2015)
and, to some extent, semi-empirical models (Brown et al., 2015; Soulhac et al.,
2016). Each of these approaches and their advantages and limitations have been
recently reviewed by several studies (Lateb et al., 2016; Tominaga and Stathopou-
los, 2016; Blocken et al., 2016). Lateb et al. (2016) clearly concluded that “the
topic of micro-scale dispersion still requires further investigation to understand
the effect of all parameters on wind flow and pollutant dispersion in urban areas”
and that there “is a clear need for the development of computational methods for
wind engineering applications utilising 3D numerical modelling of flow and dis-
persion fields around buildings.” However, all these reviews also concluded that
the main limitation of CFD or semi-empirical models is that they still require
validation against experimental tests. Due to the recent increase in CFD studies,
it is essential that the performance of quality experiments go hand in hand.

Although field experiments have the important advantage, in comparison to
physical and numerical modelling, that they are conducted under real atmospheric
conditions, these conditions are uncontrollable, and hence a repeat of the exper-
iment under identical conditions is impossible (Schatzmann and Leitl, 2011). In
addition, the number of measurement points is limited owing to financial or tech-
nical constraints. While the first disadvantage can be solved by wind-tunnel tests
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(providing an appropriately modelled atmospheric boundary-layer flow approach-
ing a reduced-scale model), the latter is recently solved only by the CFD models
(Lateb et al., 2016) since they compute the flow and concentration fields over the
entire computational domain.

While several wind-tunnel studies, focused on pollutant dispersion within 3D
urban-like arrays formed by blocks of uniform (Davidson et al., 1996; Brown et al.,
2001; Garbero et al., 2010; Castro et al., 2017) or variable (Hoydysh et al., 1974;
Klein et al., 2007; Heist et al., 2009) height, gave insight into the pollutant dis-
persion within such street networks, they lack the full urban three-dimensionality
(variability of the obstacle geometry in all directions) at the cost of the highest
possible geometrical simplification. The study of Nosek et al. (2016) showed by
means of even and uneven roof height along each courtyard building’s wall of a
regular urban array that the pollutant fluxes and pollutant removal capabilities
through the street-canyon roof top are strongly affected by those roof-height ar-
rangements. That study confirmed the observations from the CFD study of Gu
et al. (2011) and highlighted that the roof-height non-uniformities along both
street-canyon walls are able to improve or worsen the street-canyon air quality
with regard to the source position and above-roof wind direction. Interestingly,
Nosek et al. (2016) also concluded that the ‘vertical’ turbulent coherent structures
(known as sweeps and ejections) are highly correlated with ventilation processes
(introduced by that study as entraining of clean air and venting of polluted air),
irrespective of the canyons’ roof-height arrangements and wind direction.

Conclusions drawn from two field campaigns, Joint Urban in Oklahoma city,
Oklahoma, US (Pol and Brown, 2008) and DAPPLE in London, UK (Balogun
et al., 2010), indicate that both the direction of the above-roof winds and the
buildings’ roof-height non-uniformity at the intersections play an important role
in developing complex flow structures at the lateral ends of the canyons. These
structures were found to be a combination of individual flow structures, such as
horizontally rotating “corner” vortices at the canyon ends and converging or di-
verging flows from/into the adjoining canyons and intersections. Because these
structures drive the pollutant exchange processes between the street canyon and
intersections principally in the horizontal direction (Klein et al., 2007; Carpentieri
et al., 2012), there is a clear need for additional experimental studies that will
give better insight into these processes in that direction with respect to build-
ings’ roof-height non-uniformity at these intersections. This will help to better
understand the near-field pollutant dispersion phenomena for real cases of urban
environments and provide the lacking experimental data for validation of CFD
models.

The present paper is, therefore, principally an extension of the study of Nosek
et al. (2016), and the aims are the following: (i) investigate the horizontal pol-
lutant exchange processes at the lateral openings of the same uniform and non-
uniform canyons with respect to the wind direction; (iii) find the correlations be-
tween the ‘lateral’ coherent structures and ventilation processes, similar to those
for vertical pollutant transport; and (iii) observe the effect of the roof-height non-
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uniformity on the street-canyon pollutant exchange processes with respect to the
regularity of the urban-array layout. To accomplish these aims, we performed
additional wind-tunnel runs where both the turbulent and advective pollution
fluxes were measured at each canyon’s lateral openings for two wind directions,
perpendicular and oblique (i.e., 45◦) to the along-canyon axis. The pollution was
simulated by homogeneously emitted passive gas (ethane) from a ground-level
line source. The line source was positioned along the centreline of the investi-
gated street canyons, crossing the adjoining intersection, and hence represented
the pollution from idealised homogenous traffic.

7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Experimental setup

The experiments were conducted under neutrally stratified conditions in the
Environmental wind tunnel of the Institute of Thermomechanics of the Czech
Academy of Sciences. This is an open low-speed wind tunnel with cross dimen-
sions of 1.5 × 1.5 m, and the lengths of the development and test sections are
20.5 m and 2 m, respectively. The freestream velocity can be maintained within
a range of 0.1–10 m.s−1 by means of a frequency convertor of the fan with an
accuracy of 0.05 m.s−1. Because the pollutant dispersion in urban areas is related
to the atmospheric boundary layer developed above terrain of such considerable
roughness, the corresponding approaching boundary layer, with a scale of 1:400,
was initiated by turbulence generators (a set of three spires, 1.4 m in height)
and subsequently developed by a staggered array of roughness elements (thin
plates of 50 mm in width and height) along the remaining part of the develop-
ment section in the wind tunnel. The characteristics of the boundary layer were
measured at the wind-tunnel freestream velocity U0 = 6.2 m.s−1 (measured using
a Prandtl tube at a fixed position, 1m above the wind-tunnel bottom and 4 m
upwind from the test section) by 2D Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) at four
positions between the roughness elements at the end of the development section.
The position and characteristics of the best-fitted vertical profile are described in
detail in Nosek et al. (2016), together with the aerodynamic parameters (rough-
ness length, z0 = 1.87 m; displacement height, z0 = 3 m; and friction velocity,
u∗ = 0.43 m.s−1, all at full scale) and characteristics of turbulence. The mean
near-surface streamwise and vertical intensities of turbulence were Iu = 35% and
Iw = 25%, respectively, and in good accordance with VDI (2000) guidelines. We
also computed the integral length scales of the streamwise velocity component,
Lux, from time series measured at 7 different heights across the boundary-layer
depth. For the heights zFS < 50 m (full scale), these integral length scales were
within the theoretical values for very rough terrain and in good accordance with
the filed measurements (Counihan, 1975).

To study the effect of urban array three-dimensionality and wind direction on
pollutant transport from traffic while keeping the configuration as simple as pos-
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Figure 7.1: Schemas of the urban-array model A2 with respect to the wind-
tunnel coordinates x, y and z: a) top and b) 3D view. The grey contour rep-
resents the dimensionless height (z/H) of the courtyard building’s segment; the
green and red points represent the measuring points at the horizontal (xy) and
vertical planes (xz), respectively; the labels ‘R’ and ‘L’ denote the ‘right’ and ‘left’
street canyon; c) 3D view of the lateral plane transformation from the vertical to
the horizontal plane, and d) schema of that transformation where the measured
velocity components (u, v, w, blue arrows) normal to the measured planes (blue)
were rotated to these planes.

sible, we designed two urban array models according to the typical pattern of the
centres of Central European cities (Fig. 7.1). Both idealised models were formed
by evenly spaced 8 x 4 courtyard-type buildings of constant length (LCB = 300
mm) and width (WCB = 150 mm). The difference between the modelled urban
arrays consisted of the heights of the pitched roofs of the courtyard buildings.
While the reference urban model (A1) had a constant roof height (H = 62.5
mm, i.e., 25 m at full scale) for each building, the second urban model (A2) had
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arbitrarily distributed roof heights along each building’s wall (Fig. 7.1). The
roof-height non-uniformity of model A2 was distributed such that each of the
courtyard buildings had four and two segments (all of 75 mm in length, LB in
Fig. 7.1a) of different roof heights (z/H = 0.8, 1 or 1.2) along its longer (LCB)
and shorter (WCB) wall, respectively. Meanwhile, the average height (Hm = H),
plan (λp = Ab/At = 0.28, where Ab is the area occupied by the buildings and
At is the total ground area) and frontal (λf = Af/At = 0.27, where Af is the
frontal area of the buildings viewed from the approach direction of flow) den-
sities of both urban arrays were the same. The flow was fully independent of
the Reynolds number based on the building’s height and freestream velocity (i.e.,
ReB = HU0/ν ≈ 24.400, where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the air) or based on
the friction velocity and roughness length (i.e., Re∗ = z0u

∗/ν ≈ 240) according
to Snyder (1979).

We simulated the pollution from traffic by means of a ground-level line source
that emitted the passive gas (ethane) homogenously. Although in real cases,
the traffic within the streets is not homogenous due to the acceleration and de-
celeration at the intersections (Gokhale, 2011), we aimed to decrease the input
parameters, which would affect the observation of the near-field pollutant disper-
sion, to a minimum. The line source was formed by 504 equally spaced tubes
made of stainless steel placed flat side-by-side continuously at the bottom of the
centreline of the investigated street canyons and adjoining intersections (see the
red dashed line in Fig. 7.1a). The tubes had an inner diameter of 0.3 mm and
length of 100 mm, and they were incorporated into the plenum chamber, which
was positioned below the wind-tunnel bottom. Thus, the entire lengths of the
tubes were positioned below the ground level of the urban-array models with
outlets facing that level. The pressure drop between the plenum chamber and
the wind-tunnel bottom was substantial to make the gas flow rate of 18 ml s−1

insensitive to the local pressure fluctuations of the street-canyon flow (Meroney
et al., 1996). We tested the homogeneity of the line source and the influence of
its ethane discharge velocity on the street-canyon flow by several measurement
and visualization tests prior to the measurement campaign.

For both urban-array models, we simulated two wind directions: perpendic-
ular and oblique (i.e., 45◦) to the line source. Further details regarding the
line source and above-urban-array flow homogeneity are reported in Nosek et al.
(2016)

7.2.2 Measurement techniques

For the measurement of the pollutant transport through the lateral openings of
the street canyons (red points in Figs. 7.1a and 7.1b), we followed the method
used by Nosek et al. (2016), where the ventilation processes through their tops
were investigated (green points in Figs. 7.1a and 7.1b). This method comprises
simultaneous point measurements of two velocity components and concentration
using a Dantec LDA probe and a probe of a Cambustion HFR400 fast-response
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flame ionization detector (FFID), respectively. The LDA and FFID probes were
assembled together on a 3D traverser system such that the end of the FFID
sampling tube with an outer diameter of 0.5 mm was placed 1 mm above, 1 mm
behind and 1 mm beside the centre of the LDA measuring volume. Different
positions of the FFID sampling tube, conducted during several measurement
tests, did not affect the LDA measurement. The seeding particles (glycerine
droplets of approx. 1 µm in diameter) for the LDA were produced by a commercial
haze generator Smoke Factory, Tour Hazer II, at the beginning of the wind-
tunnel development section, approx. 0.5 m in front of the Irwin spires. Owing
to the air flow equally filled by these seeding particles and a high-power Argon-
Ion laser from Spectra Physics (model 165) used for the LDA, a data rate of
approximately 0.5 kHz was attained at the bottom levels (i.e., z/H = 0.1) and
up to 1 kHz within the street canyons (i.e., z/H = 0.6). The sampling time
(120 s) for each measuring point was set according to the results of velocity and
concentration central moment independence tests. Because the FFID sampling
frequency (0.5 kHz) was lower than that of the LDA, the measured 120-s-long
time series of the instantaneous concentration and velocities were reconstructed
using linear interpolation at the constant frequency of 0.5 kHz. Due to the length
(200 mm) of the FFID sample tube, the mean delay in the physical sampling time
relative to that of LDA was approximately 12 ms. This delay varied such that
the air density and dynamic pressure varied with the time and position. To
synchronize the time series from the LDA with those from the FFID, a maximum
coefficient of correlation (time lag) was computed between these two time series.
A correction of the effect of the LDA seeding particles on the FFID concentration
measurements was achieved by subtracting the background concentration of the
LDA seeding particles from the concentration of the calibration gas.

Fig. 7.1b) shows the positions of the measurement points (red) at the lat-
eral openings of the non-uniform street canyons (hereafter, the street canyons
are labelled according to the downstream view as ‘R’ and ‘L’ for the right and
left canyon, respectively). Based on previous studies (Carpentieri et al., 2012;
Kukacka et al., 2012), it is assumed that the prevailing pollutant exchange be-
tween these openings and intersections occurs in a horizontal direction for both
simulated wind directions, and hence we measured in the present study the lateral
(v, blue arrows normal to xz planes in Fig. 7.1d) and longitudinal (u, blue arrows
parallel with xz planes in Fig. 7.1d) velocity components at these openings for
all investigated canyons. Analogically, the dominant pollutant exchange between
the canyon and the flow aloft occurs in the vertical direction through the canyon’s
top, and hence we measured in our previous study Nosek et al. (2016) the vertical
(w, blue arrows normal to xy planes in Fig. 7.1d) and longitudinal (u, blue ar-
rows parallel with xy planes in Fig. 7.1d) velocity components at these openings.
Regarding the height of the lowest canyon wall of the investigated non-uniform
canyons (i.e., z/H = 0.6, dark grey contour in Fig. 7.1b), the top openings were
measured at that height to compare the investigated canyons among themselves.
The overall measurement error of pollution fluxes, considering the errors of ve-
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locity (1%), concentration measurements (4%) and the positioning error of the
3D traverser system (1%), was estimated using ensemble statistics as 4%.

7.3 Results and discussions

7.3.1 Mean flow and dispersion in the street canyons

Because we observed that the roof-height non-uniformity produces very complex
flow structures at the investigated planes, we present these planes in a compact
manner to gain better insight into these structures. For this, we used the trans-
formation of the lateral planes (xz, labelled blue in Fig. 7.1d) to the horizontal
plane (xy, labelled black in Fig. 7.1d) according to the right-hand Cartesian
coordinate system. Thus, the transformation represents the rotation of the right
and left lateral plane along the x-axis by an angle of 90◦ and −90◦, respectively,
hence folding their bottom (z/H = 0.1) up to the horizontal plane at the di-
mensionless height z/H = 0.6. The mean flow field is presented by means of the
mean dimensionless velocity vectors Ulat = (U/U0, V/U0) for the lateral planes
and Uver = (U/U0,W/U0) for the horizontal planes, where U, V and W are the
mean longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocities. Because the measured lateral
(v) and vertical (w) velocity components were normal to the measured horizontal
planes (blue arrows in Fig. 7.1d), they were transformed into these planes (black
arrows in Fig. 7.1d) to observe their orientation.

The top views of the mean flow and concentration fields for the investigated
planes and canyons are presented in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 for the perpendicular and
oblique wind directions, respectively. For the concentration fields, we used the
dimensionless form according to VDI (2000) guidelines as

C∗ =
CLsU0H

Q
, (7.1)

where C is the measured mean volume concentration, Ls is the length of the line
source, and Q is the ethane volume flow rate from the line source.

Perpendicular wind

Fig. 7.2a) confirms several flow and concentration field patterns observed in
numerous wind-tunnel (Soulhac et al., 2009; Heist et al., 2009; Brixey et al.,
2009) and numerical (Hamlyn and Britter, 2005; Michioka et al., 2014) studies
for 3D street canyons of uniform height and perpendicular winds. The presented
horizontal plane in Fig. 7.2a) gives evidence of the symmetrical in-canyon flow
structures driven by the shear layers, which are twofold: one emerging from
the upstream roof, and the second emerging from the upstream side corners of
that uniform canyon. The first drives the vertically recirculating vortex with the
along-canyon axis and is represented by the downward flow at the downstream
wall (x/H = 0.4, where the Uver vectors are aligned with the direction of the
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Figure 7.2: Top view of the mean dimensionless 2D vector and concentration
C∗ (coloured contours) fields for the a) uniform canyon (A1-R), and the non-
uniform b) right (A2-R) and c) left (A2-L) canyons od the model A2, all for the
perpendicular wind direction. The transformed lateral fields are presented apart
the lateral sides of the horizontal field in order to avoid the vectors overlaying.
The direction of the velocity components, (u, v) and (u,w), is illustrated by the
arrows above the corresponding field. The arrow at the top-left corner indicates
the same scale for both mean dimensionless velocity vectors (Ulat,Uver). The
grey contour represents the dimensionless height (z/H) of the buildings.

−w velocity component in Fig. 7.2a) and the upward flow at the upstream wall
(x/H = −0.4, where the Uver vectors are aligned with the direction of the w
velocity component) at the mid-point of the canyon (y/H = −2.8, Fig. 7.2a).
This mechanism transports the pollutants from the line source to the upstream
wall and then raises the pollutants along this wall to the roof-top shear layer
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Figure 7.3: The same as in Fig. 7.2, but for the oblique wind direction.

where they are intermittently flapped to the flow aloft or back to the canyon, as
has also been observed for 2D street canyons (Liu et al., 2005; Salizzoni et al.,
2011). Contrary to the 2D street canyon, this vortex is not present along the entire
length of the 3D uniform canyon, as the second shear flows emerge symmetrically
from the upstream side corners and drive the horizontally rotating vortices at
the canyon’s ends. These corner vortices have the time-averaged footprint of the
vertical axis positioned more or less symmetrically about 0.5H inward from those
ends and can also be evidenced from the concentration and 2D velocity vector
(Uver) fields of the lateral planes, displayed apart from the lateral sides of the
horizontal plane in Fig. 7.2a).

Both the lateral and horizontal fields in 7.2a) suggest that these unsteady
corner vortices have a helical structure (Hamlyn and Britter, 2005; Soulhac et al.,
2009) as they transport partly polluted air from the adjoining intersections into
the canyon nearby its downstream-wall bottom (note the appreciable Ulat vectors
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Figure 7.4: Horizontal (middle column) and vertical (left and right column)
dimensionless concentration (C*) profiles at x/H = 0 (a, b), x/H = −0.4 (filled
symbols in c and d) and x/H = 0.4 (empty symbols in c and d), for the per-
pendicular (a, c) and oblique wind direction (b, d), and for all canyons. The
horizontal profiles are at z/H = 0.6. The crosses in a) are from the wind-tunnel
study of Soulhac et al. (2009) at z/H = 0.5.
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at z/H = 0.1, at the lateral planes in Fig. 7.2a) and spiral it upwards to the
canyon upstream wall, where it is transported back into the intersections or to the
flow aloft. This transport mechanism can also be deduced from the horizontal and
vertical concentration profiles obtained in the middle (x/H = 0, black squares in
Fig. 7.4a) and nearby the upstream (x/H = −0.4, black squares in Fig. 7.4c) and
downstream wall (x/H = 0.4, empty squares in Fig. 7.4c) of that canyon (A1-
R). It is important to note that these horizontal and vertical profiles are slightly
asymmetrical along the mid-point of the canyon (y/H = −2.8 in Fig. 7.4a),
middle column), but within the uncertainties of the measurement (4%). The mid-
point peak and two smaller lateral peaks observed for the horizontal concentration
profile along the centreline of the uniform canyon (middle column in Fig. 7.4a)
illustrate the positions of the above-mentioned vortices. For comparison with
previous studies, we present the horizontal concentration profile from the wind-
tunnel study of Soulhac et al. (2009) (crosses in the middle column of Fig. 7.4a)
obtained at the half height (z/H = 0.5) of a uniform street canyon with similar
aspect ratios (H/W = 1, L/H = 5) but formed by blocks with flatted roofs.
Although the concentrations from the present study are greater than those from
the study of Soulhac et al. (2009), by a factor of two, they follow the same
profile. The explanation for the higher concentration values of the present study
might be, basically, twofold: first, the concentration in the present study was
normalized (Eq. 7.1) by the freestream velocity, which is certainly higher than
the velocity at the canyon height that was used in the study of Soulhac et al.
(2009); and second, the geometry of the blocks of the urban array of the present
study (courtyard buildings with pitched roofs) differ obviously from those of the
study of Soulhac et al. (2009) (solid blocks with flatted roofs).

For the non-uniform canyons (Figs. 7.2b and 7.4c), the flow and concentration
fields of both investigated canyons vary from the uniform canyon appreciably at
both the horizontal and lateral planes. The first point to note is that the right
(A2-R, Fig. 7.2b and left (A2-L, Fig. 7.2c) canyons represent, on average, step-up
and step-down types of canyons, respectively, as was already introduced in Nosek
et al. (2016). That study also concluded that the averaged step-up and step-
down canyons have lower and higher concentrations than the uniform canyon,
respectively, in the case of the perpendicular wind direction. Indeed, from the
lateral planes, it can clearly be seen that the averaged step-up canyon (A2-R) has
a dominant outflow at the lower parts (i.e., z/H < 0.2 in Fig. 7.2b) across the
entire street width of both lateral planes, whereas the averaged step-down canyon
(A2-L) has dominant inflow throughout both lateral planes (Fig. 7.2c). While
the outflows transport the pollutant from the A2-R canyon, and hence reduce the
concentrations within that canyon (see, e.g., the diamonds in the middle column
of Figs. 7.4a) and 7.4c), the inflows at the lateral ends of the A2-L canyon
transport the pollutants or clean air into that canyon and hence elevate or reduce
the mean concentrations within that canyon (see, e.g., the circles in the middle
column of Figs. 7.4a) and 7.4c). The vertical vectors (Uver) at the local step-
up notch at the right end of the canyon A2-R (y/H < −4, Fig. 2b) indicate a
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strong sweep of the upcoming above-roof flow, which in turn is diverged along the
downstream wall into the intersections and that canyon. This causes the reduced
mean concentrations at those regions as the upcoming above-roof flow comprises
non-polluted air, and this can be more clearly seen from the concentration fields
(Fig. 2a) and profiles (circles in Fig. 7.4a and 7.4c) at the left end (y/H > 4)
of the A2-L canyon. The opposite is true for the step-down notches, e.g., for
the right end of the A2-L canyon (y/H < 1.3, Fig. 7.2c), where the horizontal
convergence of the flow together with the strong corner vortex appreciably raises
the concentrations in that region (see, e.g., the circles in the middle column at
y/H < 1.3 in Figs. 7.4a) and 7.4c).

The lateral penetrations of either the polluted air or the clean air into the
canyon are also influenced by the roof-height non-uniformities at the adjoining
intersections. Both Figs. 7.2 and 7.4 suggest that, if the downstream-corner roofs
across the intersection are higher than those of the canyon (e.g., both downstream
roofs at the ends of the canyon A2-L in Fig. 7.2c), the flow is swept inward to the
canyon with ease due to the horizontally converged flow at the bottom, which is
supported by the presence of those higher buildings across the intersection. The
opposite phenomena, outward flow from the canyon through the lateral openings,
can be observed for the lower downstream-corner roofs across the intersection
than those of the canyon. This confirms and extends the results from the wind-
tunnel study of Klein et al. (2007), where the significant lateral flow component
in the intersection was observed for the higher building at one of the four blocks
forming that intersection.

Oblique wind (45◦)

It is well known that, for oblique winds, the helical vortex with the along-canyon
rotation axis dominates within a uniform street-canyon (Soulhac et al., 2008;
Moonen et al., 2011). Such a flow structure can be observed in the present study
for the uniform canyon and 45◦ wind to the along-canyon axis (Fig. 7.3a). The
flow enters at the left lateral opening of the canyon (from the downstream view)
by means of complex flow structures (see the overlaying Ulat vectors in that plane
in Fig. 7.3a). These structures are aligned at this canyon’s lateral entrance, and
the helical vortex starts to develop, having the counter-rotating sense, if observed
from downstream. This sense of the rotation can be indicated from the velocity
vectors in the horizontal plane where they point upwards (aligned with the direc-
tion of the w velocity component in Fig. 7.3a) along the entire upstream wall or
downwards (aligned with the direction of the −w velocity component) along the
entire downstream wall. In conjunction with strong advection, this produces a
‘washing-out’ effect, which can be observed to have, on average, two times lower
concentrations compared to those from the perpendicular wind direction (e.g.,
compare the black and empty squares in Figs. 7.4a and 7.4c with those in Figs.
7.4b and 7.4d, respectively).

In the case of non-uniform canyons (Figs. 7.3b and 7.3c), the flow and con-
centration fields again differ appreciably from those of the uniform canyon. The
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helical flow structure of the uniform canyon can also be observed for the non-
uniform canyons, but its along-canyon length is governed by the position of the
highest upstream wall, which shelters that flow structure downstream. While the
helical vortex starts to develop in the middle (y/H = −3, Fig. 7.3b) for the case
of the averaged step-up canyon (A2-R), in the case of the averaged step-down
canyon (A2-L), a similar flow structure already starts to develop behind the first
quarter of the canyon length (y/H = 4, Fig. 7.3c) and persists downstream from
the canyon’s end due to the higher buildings (z/H > 1) at the upstream wall. In-
terestingly, there is no appreciable difference in the flow and concentration fields
at the right (outflow) ends of all investigated canyons (see also the left column in
Figs. 7.4b) and 7.4d). As Nosek et al. (2016) concluded, the averaged step-down
canyon (A2-L) has, on average, the lowest concentrations in the horizontal plane
among all investigated cases (canyons and wind directions) owing to the lowest
roof at the upstream wall at the left margin of that canyon, where the clean
air penetrates the canyon with ease if the above-roof wind blows in that oblique
direction (see the left lateral end of that canyon, y/H > 4, Fig. 7.3c). The same
is also true for the lateral openings (circles in Figs. 7.4b and 7.4d) and is in con-
trast with the case of the perpendicular wind, for which the averaged step-down
canyon (A2-L) was the most polluted street canyon considering all investigated
openings.

7.3.2 Driving processes for the pollutant transport

It has been observed (Liu et al., 2005; Michioka et al., 2014) that, for the winds
perpendicular to the street canyon, the pollutant transport occurs mainly in the
vertical direction, between the canyon’s roof top and the above-roof flow, and
that this vertical transport is mainly governed by its turbulent part. In our
previous study (Nosek et al., 2016), we have shown that the dominance of the
turbulent part is independent of the wind direction, while it strongly depends
on the canyon’s roof geometry. In that study, we found that turbulent coherent
structures (known as the sweeps and ejections of momentum) are highly corre-
lated with ventilation processes, irrespective of the canyons’ roof-height arrange-
ments and wind direction. For an explanation of the meaning of these ventilation
processes and their correlations with the structures of the turbulent flow, we re-
call the nomenclature for the momentum (Katul et al., 1997) and scalar (Nosek
et al., 2016) transport. Both nomenclatures are based on the conditional tech-
nique known as quadrant analysis (Willmarth, 1975), which is applied to scatter
plots of two turbulent quantities (herein, u′ and w′ (v′) for the momentum and
c′ and w′ (v′) for the scalar transport).

These nomenclatures are presented for each canyon opening separately in Fig.
7.5 in the Appendix. Of course, the momentum and scalar transport for the right
opening of the canyon presented in Figs. 7.5a and 7.5d), respectively, are mir-
rored from those of the left opening (Figs. 7.5a and 7.5b). According to these
nomenclatures, the positive correlation coefficients mean that the momentum pro-
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Figure 7.5: Nomenclature for the momentum (a, c) and scalar (b, d) transport
based on the quadrant analysis: a) vertical (u′w′) and lateral (u′v′) momentum
transport through the top and left lateral openings of the canyon, respectively; b)
vertical (c′w′) and lateral (c′v′) scalar transport through the top and left lateral
openings of the canyon, respectively; the lateral c) momentum (u′v′) and d) scalar
(c′v′) transport through the right lateral opening of the canyon.

cesses at given quadrants (events) correlate with those for the scalar transport
(ventilation processes). Thus, for instance, the ejection and sweep events detrain
clean air from and bring polluted air into the canyon through the given opening,
respectively. Similarly, the negative correlation coefficients mean that the mo-
mentum events have opposite signs of those from the scalar transport processes,
and hence, e.g., ejection and sweep events detrain polluted air from and bring
clean air into the canyon, respectively. In the study of Nosek et al. (2016), it was
shown, with regard to the ventilation performance of the street canyon through
the canyon’s roof top, that only these negative correlations are appreciable and
that they are independent on the roof morphology and wind direction.

The above-mentioned findings, however, may not be true for the canyon’s
lateral openings. To verify this, we, firstly, calculated the relative contribution of
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the turbulent pollution flux to the total pollution flux as

c∗′v′rel =
|c∗′v′|

|c∗′v′|+ |C∗V |
, (7.2)

for the lateral openings and

c∗′w′
rel =

|c∗′w′|
|c∗′w′|+ |C∗W |

, (7.3)

for the top openings of the canyons, where c∗′v′ and c∗′w′ are the time-averaged
lateral and vertical turbulent pollution fluxes, and C∗V and C∗W are the lateral
and vertical advective pollution fluxes, respectively.

From Figs. 7.6 and 7.7 can be observed that the contribution of the turbulent
part to the total pollution flux at the lateral and top openings of the canyons
depends on the street-canyon geometry and wind direction. While there are
appreciable contributions of the turbulent parts to the total pollutant transports
at both the lateral and top openings of all investigated canyons in the case of
the perpendicular wind (Fig. 7.6), the pollutant is mainly advected through
the all lateral openings of all investigated canyons in the case of the oblique
wind (light-blue contours at lateral openings in Fig. 7.7). This is in contrast
with the observations for the top opening at the roof top (z/H = 1) where the
pollutant transport is governed mainly by its turbulent part, irrespective of the
wind direction (Nosek et al., 2016).

Because there are non-legible turbulent transports at the canyons’ lateral
openings only at the perpendicular wind, we performed the calculation of the cor-
relations between the lateral coherent structures and ventilation processes only
for that wind direction. For this, we followed the method used in Nosek et al.
(2016):

r(2,3c)v =
(u′v′)2(v′c′)3
σuv2σvc3

, r(4,1c)v =
(u′v′)4(v′c′)1
σuv4σvc1

, (7.4)

for the lateral turbulent transport through the left opening and

r(1,4c)v =
(u′v′)1(v′c′)4
σuv1σvc4

, r(3,2c)v =
(u′v′)3(v′c′)2
σuv3σvc2

, (7.5)

for the case of the lateral turbulent transport through the right opening of the
canyon, where the indexes represent the quadrants for the corresponding trans-
port and canyon opening as presented in Fig. 7.5. Thus, for instance, r(2,3c)v
in Eq. 7.4 represents the correlation between the sweeps (second quadrant, Fig.
7.5a) and clean air entrainments (third quadrant, Fig. 7.5b).

In Figs. 7.8 and 7.9, the contour fields of the correlation coefficients between
the sweeps and clean air entrainments and between the ejections and polluted
air venting, respectively, are presented for both the lateral and vertical turbulent
transport (the coefficients for the vertical turbulent transport have an index w,
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Figure 7.6: Contour fields of the relative contribution of the vertical turbulent
pollution flux to the total vertical pollution flux (c∗′w′

rel) at the top opening and
the relative contribution of the lateral turbulent pollution flux to the total lateral
pollution flux (c∗′w′

rel) at the lateral openings of the a) uniform canyon A1-90-R
and non-uniform canyons b) A2-90-R and c) A2-90-L, all for the perpendicular
wind.

i.e., r(2,3c)w). The first point to note is that the areas of high correlations be-
tween the sweeps and clean air entrainments (Fig. 7.8) coincide with those of
the correlations between the ejections and polluted air venting (Fig. 7.9) only
for the lateral openings of the canyons. For these openings of all investigated
canyons, there can be observed extensive areas of very high correlations (from
0.5 up to 0.8) between the sweeps and clean air entrainments (Fig. 7.8) and a
substantial dependency of these areas on the buildings’ roof height at the inter-
sections. The sweeps of the momentum are also highly correlated with the clean
air entrainments in the areas of the horizontal planes, for the cases of the non-
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Figure 7.7: The same as in Fig. 7.6, but for the oblique wind direction.

uniform canyons, where the upstream roofs are the lowest, and, indeed, represent
the roof-top opening (Fig. 7.8b and Fig. 7.8c). Conversely, there are negligi-
ble correlations between both the ejections and polluted air ventilation and the
sweeps and clean air entrainment at the entire upstream wall in the case of the
uniform canyon (Figs. 7.8a and Fig. 7.9a). This confirms the findings of other
studies (Kukacka et al., 2014; Michioka et al., 2014), which observed that the ad-
vection of the pollutant is dominant along the upstream wall within the uniform
3D canyon. The advection may be inferred similarly for the lateral openings from
the fields of negligible correlations between the events and ventilation processes
(Figs. 7.8 and 7.9) in conjunction with the fields of negligible contribution of the
turbulent pollution flux to the total pollution flux (Fig. 7.6) and mean flow fields
(Fig. 7.2). While the only advective transport of the pollutant occurs nearby
the upstream wall in the case uniform canyon (Fig. 7.6a), there are advective
transports also near the bottom at the lateral ends of the non-uniform canyons
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Figure 7.8: Contour fields of the correlation coefficient between the lateral
sweeps and clean air entrainments at the right r(1,4c)v and left r(2,3c)v transformed
lateral openings, and between the vertical sweeps and clean air entrainments
at the top opening r(2,3c)w of the a) uniform canyon A1-90-R and non-uniform
canyons, b) A2-90-R and c) A2-90-L, all for the perpendicular wind.

(Figs. 7.6b and 7.6c). Owing to the local step-up roof notches at the sides of
the non-uniform step-up canyon (A2-R), which causes the divergence of the flow
(already described in Sec. 7.3.1), the pollutant is primarily advected from the
canyon through the lateral openings near the bottom (Figs. 7.2b and 7.6b). An
appreciable advective pollutant transport also occurs at the left lateral open-
ing of the non-uniform step-down canyon (Fig. 7.6c). In contrast, both lateral
openings of the uniform canyon (Fig. 7.6a) and the right lateral opening of the
non-uniform step-down canyon (Fig. 7.6c) negligibly advects pollutants through
these openings due to the presence of the horizontally rotating corner vortex. For
these openings the transport of the pollutant is governed by the turbulent coher-
ent structures, the ‘lateral’ sweeps (Figs. 8a and 8c) and ejections (Figs. 7.9a
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Figure 7.9: Contour fields of the correlation coefficient between the lateral
ejections and polluted air venting at the right r(3,2c)v and left r(4,1c)v transformed
lateral openings and between the vertical ejections and clean air entrainments
at the top opening r(4,1c)w of the a) uniform canyon A1-90-R and non-uniform
canyons, b) A2-90-R and c) A2-90-L, all for the perpendicular wind.

and 7.9c). These findings clearly show that even for the regular urban-array lay-
out the type of the pollutant transport (advective, turbulent) between the street
canyon and intersections strongly depends on the roof-height non-uniformity and
wind direction.
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7.4 Final discussions and conclusions

While the presented urban-array models were, with respect to the defined three-
dimensionality, as simple as possible, we demonstrated that, for better under-
standing of the near-field pollutant dispersion in urban environments, it is of pri-
mary concern to take into account the full three-dimensionality of the buildings
and the approaching wind direction. The results of the mean flow and concen-
tration fields of the present study confirm the findings from other wind-tunnel
(Klein et al., 2007; Michioka et al., 2014) and field (Pol and Brown, 2008; Balogun
et al., 2010) studies that the buildings’ roof-height variability at the intersections
plays an important role in dispersion of the traffic pollutants within the canyon.
Despite the same solidities being used in the present study (λp = 0.28, λf = 0.27)
for both urban-array models, the flow patterns for the non-uniform canyons dif-
fered significantly from those for the uniform canyon. These flow patterns were
responsible for the higher pollutant removal capability compared to that of the
uniform canyon. Indeed, in the case of the perpendicular wind, the local step-
down notches at the ends of the non-uniform canyon produced the convergence
of the flow, thus entraining potentially clean or polluted air from the adjoining
intersections into that canyon at the bottom and venting it through the top to
the flow aloft. Conversely, the local step-up roof notches at these canyon ends
produced the divergence of the flow, thus entraining clean air from the above-roof
flow coming upstream and venting polluted air from the canyon to the adjoining
intersections through the lateral ends near the bottom. Thus, for a non-uniform
canyon and perpendicular wind, it is not necessarily true that pollutants will be
removed only through the top, as was observed for uniform canyons (Liu et al.,
2005; Soulhac et al., 2009).

We also observed the impact of the canyon non-uniformity on the near-field
pollutant dispersion for oblique winds. The helical vortex with the along-canyon
axis, well known for uniform canyons, was also observed for non-uniform canyons,
but its along-canyon length was governed by the position of the highest upstream
wall, which shelters that vortex downstream. The higher the upstream walls of
the non-uniform canyon were, the more pollutants were removed through the
top, and hence less pollutants were removed through the canyon’s end to the
intersection downstream for that wind direction.

Furthermore, we performed analysis of the turbulent mass transport with re-
spect to the turbulent coherent structures for all canyons’ openings. This analysis
revealed that the coherent structures of the lateral turbulent transport act at the
lateral openings as appreciably as those of the vertical transport observed at the
roof-top opening of the uniform (Michioka et al., 2014) or non-uniform (Nosek
et al., 2016) canyons. The ‘lateral’ sweeps and ejections were correlated with the
entrainment of clean air and venting of polluted air from the canyon, respectively,
at the lateral openings of all studied canyons. Thus, for the canyon’s lateral open-
ings, it may also be stated that these ‘lateral’ sweeps and ejections bring clean
air into and detrain polluted air from the canyon, respectively. However, we ob-
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served that the type of the mechanism for the pollutant transport (advective or
turbulent) between the street canyon and intersection strongly depends on the
roof-height non-uniformity and wind direction. In the case of the oblique wind,
the pollutant is mainly advected through the lateral openings of all investigated
canyons, and hence the ‘lateral’ sweeps and ejections are negligible for the pollu-
tant transport.
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